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WOMEN

THE UNFINISHED AGENDA:
AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

his report provides the most comprehensive
contemporary review of the status of women
in the American legal profession and justice
system. Published by the Commission on Women in the
Profession, this third status report chronicles progress
toward gender equality and progress yet to be made.
Since its creation in 1987, under the initial leadership
of Hillary Rodham Clinton, the ABA’s Commission on
Women in the Profession has been the leading national
voice for women in law. And since its beginning, the
status of women has dramatically improved. Over the last
dozen years, the number of women law partners, general
counsels, and federal judges doubled. At the turn of this
century, women accounted for almost a third of the
nation’s lawyers, and for the first time constituted a
majority of entering law students.
Yet despite substantial progress towards equal opportunity, that agenda remains unfinished. Women in the
legal profession remain underrepresented in positions of
greatest status, influence, and economic reward. They
account for only about 15 percent of federal judges and
law firm partners, 10 percent of law school deans and
general counsels, and five percent of managing partners
of large firms. On average, female lawyers earn about
$20,000 less than male lawyers, and significant disparities
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persist even between those with similar qualifications,
experience, and positions. Studies involving thousands
of lawyers find that men are at least twice as likely as
similarly qualified women to obtain partnerships. The
underrepresentation of women of color is still greater.
They account for only 3 percent of the profession and
their small numbers limit the information available
about their experience. However, what data are available
find significant inequalities in pay and promotion for
lawyers of color, as well as for lesbian and disabled attorneys.
The problems are compounded by the lack of consensus that there are in fact serious problems. In the
ABA Journal’s 2000 poll, only about a quarter of female
lawyers and three percent of male lawyers believed that
prospects for advancement were greater for men than for
women. Most attorneys equate gender bias with intentional discrimination, and the contexts in which they
practice produce few overt examples.Yet a wide array of
research finds that women’s opportunities are limited by
factors other than conscious prejudice. Major barriers
include unconscious stereotypes, inadequate access to
support networks, inflexible workplace structures, sexual harassment, and bias in the justice system.This report
provides an overview of these barriers and recommends
appropriate responses.

I. BARRIERS

FOR

WOMEN

A. Gender Stereotypes
A longstanding obstacle to equal opportunity involves the
mismatch between characteristics associated with women
and those associated with professional success, such as
assertiveness and competitiveness.Women still face a longstanding double standard and a double bind. They risk
criticism for being too “soft” or too “strident,” too “aggressive” or “not aggressive enough.” And what appears
assertive in a man often appears abrasive in a woman. A
related obstacle is that female attorneys often do not
receive the same presumption of competence or commitment as their male colleagues. In large national surveys,
between half and three quarters of women believe that
they are held to higher standards than men.The problem
is compounded for women of color or other identifiable
minorities including lesbians and disabled women. The
performance of these groups is subject to special scrutiny,
and their achievements often are attributed to special
treatment rather than professional qualifications.
The force of traditional stereotypes is reinforced by
other biases in decision making. People are more likely
to notice and remember information that confirms prior
assumptions than information that contradicts them. For
example, attorneys who assume that working mothers are
less committed tend to remember the times they left
early, not the nights that they stayed late. People also want
to believe that their own evaluations and workplaces are
meritocratic. If women are underrepresented, the most
psychologically convenient explanation is that they lack
the necessary qualifications and commitment.

B. Support Networks
An equally persistent problem is inadequate access to
informal networks of mentoring, contacts, and client
development. Despite recent progress, many attorneys are
most comfortable supporting others who seem similar in
backgrounds, experiences, and values. Many organizations
fail to provide adequate time and rewards for mentoring.
The small number of women, particularly women of
color, in senior positions prevents adequate assistance for
all the junior colleagues who need it. Female attorneys
who have substantial family commitments also have
difficulty making time for mentoring relationships and
for the informal social activities that generate collegial
support and client contacts.
The result is that many female lawyers remain out of
the loop of career development. They aren’t given
enough challenging, high visibility assignments. They
aren’t included in social events that yield professional
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opportunities.And they aren’t helped to acquire the legal
and marketing skills that are central to advancement.
These barriers can become self-perpetuating.
Overburdened senior attorneys are reluctant to spend
scarce time mentoring women who seem likely to leave.
Women who are not supported are in fact more likely to
leave. Their inability to reach senior positions then
reduces the pool of women mentors and perpetuates the
assumptions that perpetuate the problem. Again, the
problem is particularly pronounced for women of color;
in recent national surveys, fewer than a third were satisfied with the availability of mentors and fewer than one
percent remain at firms where they are initially hired.

C. Workplace Structures
One of the greatest challenges for the profession involves
workplace structures that fail to accommodate a balanced
life. About two-thirds of surveyed lawyers report experiencing work/family conflict and most believe that it is
the greatest barrier to women’s advancement. Only a fifth
of surveyed lawyers are very satisfied with the allocation of
time between work and personal needs, or with their
opportunities to pursue the social good.
The most obvious failures in workplace structures are
excessive hours and resistance to reduced or flexible schedules. Client expectations of instant responsiveness and total
availability, coupled with lawyers’ expectations of spiraling
salaries, have pushed working hours to new and often
excessive levels. Hourly requirements have increased dramatically over the last two decades, and what has not
changed is the number of hours in the day. Unpredictable
deadlines, uneven workloads, or frequent travel pose further
difficulties for those with substantial family obligations.
Unsurprisingly, most female attorneys feel that they do
not have sufficient time for themselves or their families,
and half report high levels of stress in juggling their
responsibilities. Moreover, women who do not have families often have difficulty finding time for relationships
that might lead to them. Unmarried associates frequently
report ending up with disproportionate work because
they have no acceptable reason for refusing it. Yet many
lawyers who would like to adjust or reduce their hours
bump up against considerable resistance. A wide gap persists between formal policies and accepted practices.
Although over 90 percent of surveyed law firms allow
part time schedules, only about three to four percent of
lawyers actually use them. Most women surveyed believe
that any reduction in hours or availability would jeopardize their prospects for advancement.
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The result is yet another double standard and another
double bind. Working mothers are held to higher standards
than working fathers and are often criticized for being
insufficiently committed, either as parents or professionals.
Those who seem willing to sacrifice family needs to
workplace demands may be thought lacking as mothers.
Those who need extended leaves or reduced schedules
may be thought lacking as lawyers. These mixed messages
leave many women with the uncomfortable sense that
whatever they are doing, they should be doing something
else. Assumptions about the inadequate commitment of
working mothers can influence performance evaluations,
promotion decisions, and opportunities for the mentoring
relationships and challenging assignments that are crucial
for advancement.
Yet contrary to conventional wisdom, there is little
basis for assuming that working mothers are less committed to their careers than other lawyers. Women are
not significantly more likely to leave legal practice than
men. Rather, they typically move to positions with
greater flexibility. Also contrary to popular assumptions,
taking a reduced schedule does not necessarily signal
reduced professional commitment. In fact, it generally takes
exceptional dedication for women to juggle competing
work and family responsibilities in unsupportive working
environments.
Although the inadequacy of family-friendly policies is
not just a “women’s issue,” the price is paid disproportionately by women. Despite a significant increase in
men’s domestic work over the last two decades, women
in two-career couples continue to shoulder the major
burden. Part of the reason involves longstanding socialization patterns and workplace practices that deter men
from taking part-time schedules or family leaves for more
than a few weeks. Only about 10-15 percent of surveyed
law firms and Fortune 1000 companies offer the same
paid parental leave to men and women.
Yet these norms make little sense, even from the most
narrow economic calculus. A wide array of research
indicates that part time employees are more productive
than their full time counterparts, particularly those working
extended hours. Bleary burned-out lawyers seldom
provide cost-effective services, and they are disproportionately prone to stress, substance abuse, and other
health-related disorders. Moreover, full-time employees
are not necessarily more accessible than those on reduced
or flexible schedules. Lawyers at a deposition for another
client are less available than women at home with cell
phones, emails, and fax machines. The limited research
available finds no negative impact on client relations from
reduced or flexible schedules.
Considerable data also indicate that such arrangements
save money in the long run by reducing absenteeism,
attrition, and corresponding recruitment and training
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costs. Adequate opportunities for alternative schedules
and reasonable working hours are becoming increasingly
important in attracting as well as retaining talented
lawyers. Almost half of surveyed women and a third of
men placed work/life balance among their top reasons
for selecting their current legal employer.
Similar points could be made about other workplace
policies that affect lawyers’ quality of life. Organizations
that fail to provide benefits for domestic partners, and to
welcome them at social events, are overlooking costeffective ways of making lesbian attorneys feel valued and
comfortable in their workplaces. And organizations that
fail to offer reasonable accommodations for lawyers with
disabilities are paying a similar price. Greater efforts to
insure the inclusiveness of legal workplaces would serve
the interests of both lawyers and their employers.
Greater support for pro bono activities would yield
similar benefits. ABA surveys consistently find that
lawyers’ greatest source of dissatisfaction with their legal
practice is the absence of connection to issues of social
justice. This lack of involvement is partly attributable to
the lack of employer support. Many organizations fail to
give full credit for pro bono service in meeting billable
hour requirements, or to reward it in promotion and
compensation decisions. Although the inadequacy of pro
bono policies is a concern for the legal profession generally, it also assumes special importance for women.
Without employer support, pro bono service is likely to
fall by the wayside among female lawyers who already
face particular difficulties in juggling family and work
commitments. The absence of pro bono assistance also
carries special costs for women as potential clients, since
women account for about two-thirds of the low income
Americans who lack adequate access to legal services.
The result is to shortchange all concerned. Lawyers
lose valuable opportunities for training, contacts, and
connection to social justice causes that often sent them
to law school in the first instance. Legal employers lose
opportunities to build the morale, skills, and reputation of
their workforce. And the public loses opportunities for
assistance with urgent unmet legal needs.

D. Sexual Harassment
Another context in which inadequate policies assume
particular significance for women involves sexual harassment. Of course, considerable progress has been made
since the Commission was founded in 1987, when only
about a third of surveyed law firms had sexual harassment
policies. Almost all firms now have such policies. Yet,
here again, the gap between formal policies and actual
practices remains substantial. In the most recent surveys,
about half to two-thirds of female lawyers, and a quarter
to half of female court personnel, reported experiencing
or observing sexual harassment. Almost three-quarters of

female lawyers thought harassment was a problem in
their workplaces.
It is a problem for which women pay a substantial and
disproportionate price. They account for about 90% of
reported complaints, and many experience both economic
and psychological injuries, such as loss of employment
opportunities, unwanted transfers, anxiety, depression,
and other stress-related conditions. Organizations pay
another price in decreased productivity, increased
turnover, and risks of legal liability.
The problem is often magnified by the costs of
identifying it. Many women justifiably fear ridicule or
retaliation. Those who complain are often dismissed as
humorless and hypersensitive, and are subject to informal
blacklisting. As a result, surveys from a wide variety of
occupational contexts find that few women, typically
well under 10 percent, make any formal complaint; fewer
still can afford the financial and psychological costs of
litigation. Yet while the likelihood of complaints is small
except for the most serious behavior, concerns about
unjust accusations often deter men from mentoring or
socializing informally with younger women.

E. Gender Bias in the Justice System
The gender bias confronting women attorneys is part of
a broader pattern that affects women throughout the justice system. Efforts to address bias in these other settings
again reflect partial progress. Since 1982, when the first
gender bias task force was formed, some 65 state and

II. GENDER ISSUES

IN

federal courts have issued reports on bias in the justice
system. The ABA has also amended both the ABA
Model Code of Judicial Conduct and Model Rules of
Professional Conduct to include prohibitions on bias.Yet
despite such initiatives, bias commissions generally find
persistent problems, involving not only gender but also
race, ethnicity, disability, and sexual orientation.
Gender-based disparities are apparent in a wide variety
of areas: in the composition of the bench, bar, and court
personnel; in the outcomes for male and female litigants
in areas like bail, sentencing, and custody awards; and in
perceptions of participants in the justice system.
Between two thirds and three quarters of women report
experiencing bias, while only a quarter to a third of men
report observing it and far fewer report experiencing it.
About two-thirds of African American lawyers, but less
than a fifth of white lawyers, report witnessing racial bias
in the justice system. Forty percent of surveyed lawyers
report witnessing or experiencing sexual orientation bias
in professional settings, and between a quarter to a half of
lawyers with disabilities also experience various forms of
bias in the legal system. The most commonly cited problems involve disrespectful treatment, such as racist, sexist
or homophobic comments; devaluation of credibility and
injuries; and stereotypical assumptions about gender,
race, ethnicity, disability, and sexual orientation.
Although women are the most common victims of
adverse gender stereotypes, men can be targets as well,
particularly in areas such as custody disputes.

CONTEXT

Although many of the opportunities and obstacles for
women in the legal profession and legal system are widely
shared, there are also some important differences across
practice contexts. This report reviews key variations in
women’s experiences. About a third of female attorneys
now work in law firms and another third are in solo
practice.About 10 percent work in government or corporate counsel offices. About three percent are in the
judiciary or in public interest, public defender, or legal
aid organizations. And about one percent are in legal
education. Compared with men, women are less likely to
work in law firms, and more likely to work in public
interest and public sector offices.

Part of the reason for such gender disparities may
reflect perceptions about the different opportunities for
women and men in these practice settings. Most studies
find that men’s chances of becoming partners in law firms
are two to three times higher than women’s. Gender
disparities are especially pronounced for managing
and equity partners, and for women of color. Minority
women hold fewer than 1 percent of equity partnerships
and their attrition rate after 8 years is virtually 100 percent. By contrast, women, particularly women of color,
have traditionally perceived more hospitable environments in public interest and public sector positions.
When relieved of the obligation to reward business
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development and maximize profits, many governmental
and public interest organizations find it easier to advance
women and to establish flexible work structures.
So too, many in-house counsel offices have attracted
women by offering reasonable hours and freedom from
client development obligations. However, the most
recent national survey data indicate that only a quarter of
women in corporate law departments are satisfied with
opportunities for advancement, and that they experience
similar difficulty in balancing personal and professional
lives as women in law firms.
For women in the judiciary, progress has been dramatic,
but they still remain significantly underrepresented in
positions carrying the most power, status, and job security.
For example, the percentage of female judges on federal
district and appellate courts doubled in the last decade,
but still remains under a fifth of the total. Some of the
underrepresentation may be due to the exclusion of
women from informal networks and from the tendency
of selection and confirmation processes to penalize those
with public sector or public interest backgrounds. These
backgrounds are often assumed to predict “activism” on

controversial issues. Such assumptions work against
women, particularly women of color, who are disproportionately likely to come from these practice settings, or to
have involvement with such issues. So too, women who
have gained judicial positions report many of the same
problems concerning credibility and disparaging treatment that confront other women in the justice system.
For women in legal education, progress has been similarly dramatic but similarly incomplete. Since the 1960s,
women’s representation among students has increased from
under five percent to over fifty, and the representation of
women professors has climbed from under five percent to
more than twenty percent. But female faculty are still
clustered in the least prestigious and rewarded academic
positions, such as librarians, research and writing instructors,
and non-tenured clinicians. Gender disparities in status
and pay persist even within these specialties. A wide array
of studies also finds significant gender bias in student class
participation, teaching evaluations, faculty promotions,
and curricular priorities. For women in legal education,
like women in the profession generally, equal opportunity
remains an aspiration, not an achievement.

III. THE DIFFERENCE GENDER DIFFERENCE MAKES
For those concerned with women and the profession, a
crucial question is what difference gender difference
makes. Do women bring demonstrably different qualities than men to their work? The evidence is mixed, but
the best answer appears to be “some women, some of the
time.” However, the differences tend to be smaller than
often assumed. In general, psychological research finds
few respects in which men and women consistently differ, and even for those characteristics, gender typically
accounts for only a small part of the variation among
individuals. Contextual forces and other factors like race
and ethnicity can be equally or more significant.
Systematic evidence concerning women in the legal
profession is limited and not entirely conclusive. The
most extensive research involves judicial behavior. Some,
but not all studies, find gender differences, although not
necessarily on issues of gender equality. Unsurprisingly,
however, there is ample evidence that women as a group
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attach particular importance to such issues. Professional
organizations like the National Association of Women
Judges, the ABA Commission on Women and the
Profession, women’s bar associations, and women’s networks all have helped transform the legal landscape on
women’s issues. Yet it also bears emphasis that many of
these initiatives have been actively supported by men.
It is equally critical to emphasize that gender differences are experienced differently by different groups of
women in different practice contexts.There is no “generic woman.” Race, class, ethnicity, disability, age, and sexual orientation can be as important as gender in defining
professional opportunities and concerns. In order to
ensure equality for all women, it is crucial to build
alliances across these groups. A candid acknowledgment
of differences encourages a better understanding of commonalities and a stronger collective effort to address
shared concerns.

IV. AN AGENDA

FOR

CHANGE

A. Guiding Principles: Commitment and
Accountability
The most important factor in ensuring equal opportunity for women in the legal profession is a commitment to this objective, a commitment that is reflected in
both institutional and individual priorities. Legal
employers and bar associations must be prepared to translate principles into practice, and to hold their leadership
accountable for the results. Lawyers in positions of influence need to build a moral and a pragmatic case for
diversity, and to incorporate diversity goals into their
organization’s policies and reward structures. Progress
toward those goals should be a factor in evaluating supervisors, law firms, and other legal employers. Bar associations, women’s organizations, and corporate and
governmental clients can assist this effort by monitoring
the performance of employers, and by steering business
or providing special recognition to those with successful
records.What strategies are most effective will depend on
the particular workplace, but the information available
suggests certain best practices that are most likely to
be successful.

B. Strategies for Legal Employers and Bar
Associations
1. Assessment of Problems and Responses: Policy
Evaluation, Benchmarks, and Training
• Organizations should collect systematic information
concerning women’s experience in areas such as promotion, leadership opportunities, compensation, alternative work schedules, sexual harassment, and
satisfaction levels.
• Organizations should review formal policies, procedures, and educational materials to ensure that they
reflect adequate commitments to equal opportunity
and inclusiveness. Model policies from the ABA
Commission on Women and other bar organizations
can provide useful guidance. At a minimum, employers need to specify diversity-related objectives, prohibited conduct, and remedial processes.
• Organizations should establish formal benchmarks for
monitoring progress on diversity-related goals, and
should consider progress toward these goals in evaluating lawyers’ performance.
• Organizations should consider providing management
training and employee education on diversity issues
and enlisting assistance from expert consultants. Such
initiatives should be seen as a catalyst, not substitute
for, broader changes.

2. Evaluation Structures, Leadership
Opportunities, and Professional Development
• Organizations should review their evaluation, work
assignment, and compensation procedures to ensure
equal opportunity.
• Legal employers and bar organizations should provide
adequate opportunities for formal and informal training
in areas that affect professional development, such as
marketing, leadership, communication, and related skills.
• Organizations should reexamine leadership selection
criteria and structures to ensure adequate opportunities and diversity.
3. Quality of Life and Work-Family Initiatives
• Employers need to develop adequate policies and practices concerning flexible and reduced schedules, family
leaves, telecommuting, child care assistance, domestic
partners, disability accommodations, and related quality
of life initiatives.
• Organizations need to monitor implementation to
ensure that options that are available in principle are
acceptable in practice and that standard billable hour
expectations are not excessive.
4. Mentoring Programs and Women’s Networks
• Legal employers and bar organizations should establish
formal mentoring programs and support voluntary
women’s networks that provide informal mentoring
and career assistance. Well-designed programs should
assess and reward mentoring efforts.
• Women’s networks should receive adequate assistance
for activities such as workshops, seminars, speaker
series, and informal events, and for outreach to particular groups of women who may encounter special
obstacles, such as women of color, lesbians, women
with disabilities, and women on part-time schedules.
Where appropriate, support staff should be included in
network initiatives.
5. Sexual Harassment
• Organizations should develop or review sexual harrassment policies to ensure adequate procedures for
receiving complaints, providing effective sanctions,
and preventing retaliation.These procedures should
also establish adequate safeguards against unwarranted
accusations, and overly punitive responses to genuine
misunderstandings or inadvertent offenses.
• Bar ethical authorities should treat sexual harassment
as a form of professional misconduct.
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6. Pro Bono Work By and For Women
• Employers and bar associations should provide
adequate opportunities, rewards, and recognition for
pro bono work. Assistance should be available for
initiatives that effectively link women lawyers and
women’s professional organizations with programs
that assist women in particular need of assistance.

C. Strategies for the Justice System
Courts and bar organizations should work with gender
bias specialists to ensure that every justice system has
strategies such as:
• A standing committee or administrative structure with
adequate staff and resources to address gender bias;
• Effective education, not just in “bias sensitivity” but also
in the social, economic, and psychological research that
should inform decision making on gender-related issues;
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• Complaint structures that provide options for confidential reports and protections against retaliation;
• Codes of conduct that specifically address gender bias;
• Attention to the intersection of multiple forms of bias,
including not only gender but also race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and disability;
• Initiatives to ensure equal opportunities for women at
all levels of the justice system;
• Collaboration with other groups, both within and
outside of the courts, concerned with eliminating
gender bias;
• Collection of data to identify persistent problems and
to monitor the effectiveness of responses.
This is not a modest agenda. But it is critical to maintaining a legal system that is committed to equal justice
in practice as well as principle.

ABOUT

THE

COMMISSION

The Commission on Women in the Profession was
created in 1987 to assess the status of women in the legal
profession and to identify barriers to their advancement.
Hillary Rodham Clinton, the first chair of the
Commission, set the agenda for the Commission to
change the face of the legal profession by issuing a
path breaking report. That report provided a comprehensive review of the obstacles to equal opportunity in
the profession.
Now, in its second decade, the Commission aims not
only to address the challenges that women lawyers face,
but also to combat bias in the justice system and to
improve the quality of life for the profession generally.
Drawing upon the diverse backgrounds and expertise of
its twelve members who are appointed by the ABA
President, the Commission develops programs, policies,
and publications to promote gender equality.
As the national voice for women lawyers, the
Commission is dedicated to ensuring fairness in the
justice system and equal opportunity in legal workplaces.

The Commission’s Newsletter
Published three times per year, Perspectives gives
you crucial insights on professional development:
• Advice and resources for career advancement
• Political and legal developments that affect women in
the profession
• Profiles of leading women lawyers
• Activities of the Commission and other bar associations
and women’s rights organizations
To subscribe to Perspectives, you may call (800)
285-2221 or order through the Commission’s
website at www.abanet.org/women.

New Commission Publications
Two other Commission publications expected this year
are:
Lawyers and Balanced Lives.A second edition to one
of the Commission’s most popular publications, Lawyers
and Balanced Lives is a practical guide to drafting and
implementing effective workplace policies. While the
policies described in the manual are designed to promote
equal opportunity, Lawyers and Balanced Lives also serves
to enhance the quality of life for all members of the legal
profession.An introductory section provides a comprehensive overview of research, reports, and recommendations
on effective workplace practices. The remainder of the
manual provides sample policies and guidelines on family
leave, alternative work schedules, and pro bono work.
The Difference “Difference” Makes A new report
highlights the findings of the Women’s Leadership
Summit held in the spring of 2001 and cosponsored by
the ABA Office of the President and The Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University. This
publication explores the difference gender makes in both
access to leadership and in its exercise. With a focus on
law, politics, and business—three arenas of greatest public influence—this report explores the difference gender
makes in leadership opportunities, styles, effectiveness,
and priorities. Strategies for change at both an institutional and individual level are also included.
To order these new publications, or others
from the ABA Commission on Women, call (800)
285-2221 or visit the Commission’s website at
www.abanet.org/women.
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WOMEN

THE UNFINISHED AGENDA:
AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION
PREFACE

F

or most of American history, women were
considered unfit for law, or law unfit for women.
Until early in the 20th century, judges, legislators,
and legal educators largely agreed that women lacked a
“legal mind;” the “peculiar qualities of womanhood, its
gentle graces, its purity, its delicacy... and its emotional
impulses” were not qualifications for “forensic strife.”1
Even after formal legal prohibitions on admission
were lifted, informal barriers persisted. Until the early
1960s, women constituted no more than 3 percent of
the profession, and it was not until the 1970s that all
accredited law schools eliminated sex-based restrictions.2
During the past three decades, the number and
prominence of female lawyers have grown dramatically.
Women now constitute almost 30% of the profession and
about half of entering law school students. Women’s representation in leadership positions has similarly increased.
Since 1987, when the American Bar Association’s
Commission on Women in the Profession was formed,
the number of female federal judges, large firm partners,
and general counsels has more than doubled. At the turn
of the 21st century, two women sat on the Supreme
Court, and women served as Attorney General, President
of the American Bar Association (ABA), and President of
the National Conference of Bar Presidents. Female leaders
can be found within virtually every field of private and
public sector practice. And their success generally comes
through the support of men as well as women who are
deeply committed to equal opportunity.
Yet despite substantial progress toward equal opportunity,
that agenda remains unfinished. The first report of the
Commission on Women in the Profession, submitted in
1988 by Chair Hillary Rodham Clinton, predicted that
“time alone is unlikely to alter significantly the underrepresentation of women in law firm partnerships, judicial
appointments, and tenured faculty positions.” The research
summarized in this report confirms that prediction.
Barriers persist, and a central problem is the lack of
recognition that there is a significant problem. Ironically
enough, women’s increasing progress has created its own
obstacles to change. In recent surveys by the American
Bar Association and National Association for Law
Placement, a majority of lawyers, both male and female,
agreed that women are treated equally in the profession.3
Even those who acknowledge gender bias to be a
problem often discount its significance, or fail to recognize
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its persistence in their own workplaces. Many attorneys
equate bias with intentional discrimination and the legal
settings they encounter produce few clear examples of it.
Most individuals are reluctant to see their own actions
and organizations as anything other than meritocratic.4
This ‘no problem’ problem is of central concern both
for the profession and for the public.5Barriers to women’s
advancement compromise fundamental principles of
equal rights and social justice, as well as impair effective
organizational performance. In an increasingly competitive
and socially diverse environment, the profession needs
to reflect a similarly diverse set of backgrounds and experiences at all levels, in all fields of practice. In occupations
like law, where half of new entrants are women, organizations must insure equal opportunity in order to attract,
retain, and motivate the best qualified individuals.
Unsurprisingly, current research finds that the employers
most successful in promoting gender equality are also the
most successful in financial terms such as economic
growth and return on investment.6
It stands to reason that an organization’s ability to take
full advantage of the entire pool of talented professionals
will affect its productivity. Clients, colleagues, and the
public all benefit from a diverse workforce that can bring
different experiences, perspectives, and concerns to the
resolution of legal problems.
Moreover, as gatekeepers of our nation’s justice system,
lawyers should be leaders in promoting equality.
Fundamental fairness requires a legal profession that
adequately represents the community it serves. We remain
a considerable distance from that goal.

There is no greater
inequality than the
equal treatment
of unequals.
Justice Felix Frankfurter,
Dennis v. United States

I. ELUSIVE EQUALITY
A. Myths of Meritocracy
Gender inequalities in the legal profession are pervasive;
perceptions of inequality are not. A widespread assumption
is that barriers have been coming down, women have been
moving up, and it is only a matter of time before full
equality becomes an accomplished fact. In the ABA
Journal’s 2000 poll, only a quarter of female lawyers and
three percent of male lawyers thought that prospects for
advancement were greater for men than for women.7
As lawyers responding to state gender bias surveys have
put it, “time [will] take care of the problem.” “The
so-called gender gap is vastly overblown. If people who
enter the arena will concentrate on the job and get the
chip off their shoulders . . . they should do fine in today’s
society.” “Of all the problems we have as lawyers . . .
discrimination is low on the list of important ones.”8
Such perceptions are hard to square with the facts.
Time alone, and women’s relatively recent admission to the
profession cannot explain the extent of sex-based
disparities in pay or promotion. At the turn of the 21st
century, women in legal practice made about $20,000 a year
less than men, and surveys of law firms and corporate counsel
salaries have consistently found a significant gender gap even
among those with similar positions and experience.9
Moreover, male and female attorneys with similar
qualifications frequently do not obtain similar positions. In
law, as in most other professional contexts, women are
underrepresented at the top and overrepresented at the

bottom. Women now account for almost 30 percent of
the profession, but only about 15% of federal judges and
law firm partners, 10% of law school deans and general
counsels, and 5% of managing partners of large firms.10
Comparable gender disparities are apparent in court
administrative positions.11 Studies involving thousands of
lawyers have found that men are at least twice as likely as
similarly qualified women to obtain partnership.12 The
underrepresentation of women of color is still greater.
They account for only 3% of the profession and their small
numbers have limited the information available about their
experience.13 However, what data are available reflect
significant disparities in pay and promotion for lawyers of
color, as well as for members of other identifiable groups
such as lesbian and disabled lawyers.14 The pipeline leaks,
and if we wait for time to correct the problem, we will be
waiting a very long time.
In accounting for these persistent and pervasive disparities, a wide array of research reveals common patterns.
Few of the problems reflect intentional discrimination.
Women’s opportunities are limited by traditional gender
stereotypes, by inadequate access to mentors and informal
networks of support, by inflexible workplace structures,
and by other forms of gender bias in the justice system.

B. Gender Stereotypes
In order to make sense of a complex social world, individuals rely on a variety of techniques to categorize
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information. One strategy involves stereotypes, which
associate certain socially defined characteristics with
identifiable groups.15
In virtually every society, gender is a fundamental aspect
of human identity and gender stereotypes influence
behavior at often unconscious levels. These stereotypes
work against women’s advancement in several respects,
even among individuals and institutions fully committed
to gender equality.16
First, and most fundamentally, the charateristics
traditionally associated with women are at odds with many
characteristics traditionally associated with professional
success such as assertiveness, competitiveness, and business
judgment. Some lawyers and clients still assume that women
lack sufficient aptitude for complex financial transactions or
sufficient combativeness for major litigation.17 Particularly
in high stakes matters, risk averse managers are often
reluctant to gamble on female practitioners.18
Yet professional women also tend to be rated lower
when they depart from traditional stereotypes and adopt
“masculine,” authoritative styles. Negative evaluations are
particularly likely when the evaluators are men, or the role
is one typically occupied by men.19
As a consequence, female lawyers often face a double
standard and a double bind. They risk appearing too
“soft” or too “strident,” too aggressive or not aggressive
enough.20 And what appears assertive in a man often
appears abrasive in a woman.
A related obstacle is that women often do not receive the
same presumption of competence as their male counterparts.
In large national surveys, between half and three-quarters
of female attorneys believe that they are held to higher
standards than their male counterparts or have to work
harder for the same results.21 Only about a third of women
are very satisfied with their opportunities for advancement.22
Particularly where the number of women is small,
their performance is subject to closer scrutiny and
more demanding requirements, and their commitment is
open to greater question.23 The devaluation of women and
the influence of gender stereotypes is especially likely in
organizations that have few women in leadership positions.24
Even in experimental situations where male and female
performance is objectively equal, women are held to higher
standards, and their competence is rated lower.25 Women
also see themselves as less deserving of rewards for the same
performance and they are less likely to be viewed as leaders.26
And as subsequent discussion notes, working mothers,
unlike working fathers, are often assumed to lack the
commitment necessary for demanding legal positions.
The problem is compounded when evaluators have little
accountability and those evaluated are women of color
or other identifiable minorities including lesbians and
disabled women.27 The performance of these groups is
more often subject to criticism, and their achievements
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more often attributed to luck or special treatment.28 These
stereotypes are particularly hard to avoid for women of color,
whose positions are frequently attributed to affirmative
action rather than professional qualifications.29 Of course,
the form these stereotypes take varies somewhat across,
and even within, racial and ethnic groups. For example,
Asian-American women face different expectations than
African-American women, and there are also important
variations in the experiences of women with MexicanAmerican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or other Latin American
backgrounds.30
However, all of these groups also share an experience
of devaluing and demeaning stereotypes. As an earlier
Commission report notes:‘Although certain assumptions of
incompetence or weakness are leveled at women generally,
or at minority males, neither group has to weather both sets
of stereotypes the way multicultural women do.’31
Yet that double disadvantage is often overlooked or
understated by those who never experience it. About two
thirds of black lawyers, compared with only 10 percent of
white lawyers, believe that minority women are treated
less fairly than white women in hiring and promotion.32
Unsurprisingly, women of color also are significantly less
satisfied with their professional opportunities than other
lawyers.33
Women with disabilities
and lesbians who are open
about their sexual orientation
They called
face analogous problems. In
me the “lady
representative surveys, between
lawyer” a
half and three-quarters of
pretty sobriquet
disabled lawyers believe that
their condition has limited their
which [enabled]...
employment opportunities.34
me to maintain a
And a majority of gay and lesdainty manner
bian lawyers similarly report
as I browbeat my
that their sexual orientation
has adversely affected their
way through the
careers.35
marshes of
The force of traditional
ignorance and
stereotypes is compounded by
prejudice.
the subjectivity of performance
evaluations and by other biases
Clara Shortridge Foltz,
in decision-making processes.
the first woman lawyer on
People are more likely to
the Pacific coast
notice and recall information
that confirms prior assumptions than information that
contradicts them.36 Attorneys
who assume that working
mothers are less committed tend to remember the times they
left early, not the nights they stayed late.
A related problem is that people share what psychologists
label a “just world” bias.37 They want to believe that, in the

absence of special treatment, individuals generally get what
they deserve and deserve what they get. Perceptions of performance are frequently adjusted to match observed outcomes.Individuals are also motivated to interpret information
in ways that maintain their own status and self-esteem.38
Lawyers who have achieved decision making positions
generally would like to believe that the system in which
they have succeeded is fair, objective, and meritocratic.39
If women, particularly women of color, are underrepresented in positions of greatest prominence, the most
psychologically convenient explanation is that they lack
the necessary qualifications or commitment.
The problem is compounded by the disincentives to
raise it. Women who express concerns often learn that
they are “overreacting” or exercising “bad judgment.”40
The result is to prevent candid discussions of diversityrelated issues. Lawyers who experience bias are reluctant
to appear confrontational, and decision makers are reluctant
to air concerns about performance that could make them
appear biased.41
Recent studies also find that women are less inclined
than men to engage in internal office battles that often
yield power and financial rewards. Traditional gender roles
and stereotypes discourage many female lawyers from
feeling entitled to complain about credit, compensation,
and committee assignments.42 Rather than appear “pushy”
or “strident,” women often lump it or leave it, which
perpetuates a structure unresponsive to their concerns.

C. Mentoring and Support Networks
An equally persistent problem is inadequate access to
informal networks of mentoring, contacts, and client
development.43 Despite recent progress, many men who
endorse equal opportunity in principle fall short in practice;
they support those who seem most similar in backgrounds,
experiences, and values.44
Some individuals don’t like the tension of working with
those who seem “different.” Concerns about sexual
harassment or the appearance of impropriety can heighten
that discomfort. Male attorneys often report reluctance to
mentor or to be seen alone with female colleagues because
of “how it might be perceived.”45 Others enjoy the bonding
that occurs in all-male social or sporting events. Law firm
surveys offer repeated refrains of exclusion from “boys
clubs” or “old boys’ networks.”46
It is, of course, not only men who are responsible
for these patterns of exclusion. Recent surveys reveal
frustration with some senior women who believe that if
they managed without special help, why can’t everyone
else.47 These attitudes may be rewarded by the special
power, visibility, and status that come with being one of
the few women at the top.
By contrast, many other prominent women leaders are
concerned about gender-related problems but reluctant to

become actively involved in the solution. Some worry
about being “typed as a woman” by participating in special
women’s networking groups or by giving disproportionate
support to other women, particularly those whose performance is not sure to reflect favorably on their sponsors.48
Many other senior women, particularly women of
color, do what they can but are too overcommitted to
provide adequate mentoring for all the junior colleagues
who need assistance.49 And female attorneys at all levels who
have substantial family commitments also have difficulty
making time for mentoring relationships and for the
informal social activities that generate collegial support
and client contacts. Excessive hourly demands, inadequate
rewards for mentoring, and high attrition rates compound
the problem. Overworked senior lawyers are reluctant to
invest time assisting those who are soon likely to leave.
The result is that many female lawyers remain out of the
loop of career development.They aren’t adequately educated
in their organization’s unstated practices and politics. They
aren’t given enough challenging, high visibility assignments.
They aren’t included in social events that yield professional
opportunities. And they aren’t helped to acquire the legal
and marketing skills that are central to advancement.50
These barriers can then become self-fulfilling in several
respects. Women who don’t achieve prominence within
their organizations have difficulty attracting clients,
contacts, and recognition outside it. This lack of external
influence prevents women from demanding the internal
opportunities that would help secure it. So too, women
who aren’t gaining the experience necessary to succeed
have difficulty gaining mentors who could help address the
problem. Overburdened senior attorneys are often reluctant
to spend scarce time mentoring junior colleagues who
seem unlikely to advance.Women who are not mentored
are in fact less likely to advance. Their disproportionate
attrition then reduces the pool of mentors for lawyers of
similar backgrounds, and perpetuates the assumptions that
perpetuate the problem.51
Problems of exclusion are greatest for those who appear
“different” on other grounds as well as gender, such as race,
ethnicity, disability, or sexual orientation. Many women of
color report being treated as outsiders by white colleagues,
and as potential competitors by minority men. In Catalyst’s
2001 survey, fewer than a third of the women of color were
satisfied with the availability of mentors.52 This absence of
support is part of the reason why women of color have the
lowest law firm retention rate of any group.53
A related problem for these women is being confined
to certain specialties where race or ethnicity is viewed
as an asset, such as employment discrimination cases, or
government relations with minority-led agencies.54 In the
ABA Journal’s most recent survey, fewer than 10 percent
of black attorneys believed that law firms had a genuine
commitment to diversity.55
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So too, women with disabilities frequently report being
shunned or stigmatized by other lawyers.56 And despite
growing tolerance toward gay and lesbian attorneys, those
who are open about their sexual orientation too often risk
isolation and denial of access to clients who might be
“uncomfortable” working closely with them.57 Many
legal employers fail to include sexual orientation in their
anti-discrimination policies.58 Even in jurisdictions that
prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation,
some professionals remain quite explicit about their prejudices. As one anonymous participant in a Los Angeles bar
survey described his firm’s attitude:“Don’t have any, don’t
want any.”59

D. Workplace Structures
A further obstacle involves workplace structures that fail to
accommodate substantial family responsibilities and pro bono
commitments. In recent surveys, about two-thirds of lawyers
report experiencing work/family conflict and most believe
that it is the greatest barrier to women’s advancement.60
Only a fifth of surveyed lawyers are very satisfied with the
allocation of time between work and personal needs, or
with their opportunities to contribute to the social good.61
The most obvious failures in workplace structures
are excessive hours and resistance to reduced or flexible
schedules. Part of the problem involves the increasing pace
and competition of commercial life. Technological innovations have been a mixed blessing. They make it easier for
attorneys to work from home, but by the same token, they
also make it harder for attorneys to not work while at home.
Lawyers remain perpetually on call-Btethered to the workplace through cell phones, emails, faxes, and beepers. Client
expectations of instant responsiveness and total availability,
coupled with lawyers’ expectations of spiraling salaries, have
pushed working hours to new and often excessive limits.62
Hourly requirements have increased dramatically over

Lawyers experiencing work/family conflict 60
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the last two decades, and what has not changed is the
number of hours in the day.63 Twelve hour days and weekend work are typical of many practice settings.64
Unpredictable deadlines, uneven workloads, or frequent
travel pose further difficulties for those with substantial
family obligations. Unsurprisingly, most female attorneys
feel that they do not have sufficient time for themselves
or their families, and half report high levels of stress in
juggling their responsibilities.65
Few supervisors are as blunt as the partner who
informed one junior colleague that “‘Law is no place for a
woman with a child.”66 But that same message is sent by
resistance to “special” treatment for working mothers.
Moreover, women who do not have partners or children
often have difficulty finding time for relationships that
might lead to them.As unmarried associates in a recent law
firm survey noted, they end up with disproportionate work
because they have no acceptable reason for refusing it.67
The problem is compounded by the tendency to view
long hours as a measure of other qualities such as commitment, ambition, and reliability under pressure.68 The
result is a “rat race equilibrium” in which most lawyers feel
that they would be better off with shorter or more flexible
schedules, but find themselves within institutional structures that strongly discourage such alternatives.69
A wide gap persists between formal policies and actual
practices. Although over 90 percent of surveyed law firms
report policies permitting part time schedules, only about
three to four percent of lawyers actually use them.70 As is
clear from a forthcoming ABA Commission Report,
“Lawyers and Balanced Lives,” part of the problem involves
the inadequacy of many policies in terms of laws,
eligibility, assignments, and advancement. Most women
surveyed believe, with good reason, that any reduction in
schedule or availability would jeopardize their prospects for
promotion and could put them “permanently out to pas-

Lawyers satisfied with the allocations of time
between work, personal needs and
61
opportunities to contribute to social good

ture.”71 The lack of adequate work arrangements is a similar problem for women throughout the legal system, such
as court administrative personnel.72
The result is yet another double standard and another
double bind.Working mothers are held to higher standards
than working fathers and are often criticized for being
insufficiently committed, either as parents or professionals.
Those who seem willing to sacrifice family needs to workplace demands may be thought lacking as mothers. Those
who need extended leaves or reduced schedules may be
thought lacking as lawyers. These mixed messages leave
many women with the uncomfortable sense that whatever
they are doing, they should be doing something else.73
Assumptions about the inadequate commitment of
working mothers can influence performance evaluations,
promotion decisions, and opportunities for the mentoring
relationships and challenging assignments that are prerequisites for advancement.74 Some women lawyers come
back from maternity leaves and receive only routine work,
while other women encounter choices that aren’t really
choices, such as “would you rather sleep or win?”75 In the
ABA Journal’s 2000 poll,a third of women doubted that it was
realistic to combine successfully the roles of lawyer, wife, and
mother.The number of women expressing such doubts has
almost tripled over the past two decades.76
Yet contrary to conventional wisdom, there is little basis
for assuming that working mothers are less committed to
their careers than other lawyers.Women are not significantly
more likely to leave legal practice than men.77 Rather, they
typically move to positions with greater flexibility.
Also contrary to popular assumptions, taking a reduced
schedule does not necessarily signal reduced professional
commitment. In fact, it generally takes exceptional dedication
for women to juggle competing work and family responsibilities in unsupportive working environments. As one lawyer
told a Boston Bar Association task force:“On most days I am
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taking care of children or commuting or working from the
moment I get up until I fall in bed at night. No one would
choose this if they weren’t very committed.”78
Although the inadequacy of family-friendly policies is
not just a “women’s issue,” the price is paid disproportionately by women. Many male attorneys have spouses who
assume the bulk of family responsibilities; the vast majority
of female attorneys do not. Almost half of women in legal
practice are currently unmarried (compared with 15% of
men) and few women have partners who are primary
caretakers.79 Despite a significant increase in men’s domestic
work over the last two decades, women in two career
couples continue to shoulder the major burden.80
Part of the reason involves longstanding socialization
patterns and workplace practices that deter men from taking
part-time schedules and or extended family leaves.
Workplaces that only grudgingly accommodate mothers
are even less receptive to fathers. Only about 10-15 percent
of surveyed law firms and Fortune 1000 companies offer
the same paid parental leave to men and women.81 Almost
no male lawyers take reduced schedules and few feel free
to ask for leaves beyond a few weeks.82
Ironically enough,the expectation that fathers will remain
fully committed to their careers may sometimes give them
greater leeway than mothers in seeking modest accommodations for family needs. In a recent survey of large law
firms, several women noted with resentment that when male
colleagues wanted time off in the middle of the day for
family reasons, they were thought “caring and devoted” or
“cute and endearing,” but when women left for similar reasons,
they were typed as unreliable and uncommitted.83
However, that special leeway for men extends only so far.
As one male lawyer explained to a Boston Bar Association
work/family task force, it may be “okay [for men] to say that
they would like to spend more time with the kids, but it is
not okay to do it, except once in a while.”84
As a consequence, many workplace structures shortchange both men and women as well as their families.
Recent research suggests that close parent-child relationships are crucial to the well-being of fathers and mothers.85
Yet men have fewer acceptable justifications than women
for seeking reduced schedules. And women’s justifications
tend not to be seen as truly acceptable as long as they are
viewed as “women’s issues.” In short, men cannot readily get
on the “mommy track.”Women cannot readily get off it.
The result is that those with the greatest family
commitments rarely achieve positions with the greatest
influence over workplace policies. By contrast, many
lawyers who do reach those positions have made substantial
personal sacrifices and resist accommodating colleagues
with different priorities. A recurrent refrain in management circles is “I had to give up a lot.You [should] too.”86
If women want to be “players,” the message is that they
have to play by the existing rules.87
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Yet these rules make little sense, even from the most
narrow economic calculus. A wide array of research indicates that part time employees are more productive than
their full time counterparts, particularly those working
sweatshop schedules.88 Bleary burned-out lawyers seldom
provide cost-effective services, and they are more prone to
stress, substance abuse, and other health-related disorders.89
Nor are these full-time employees necessarily more
accessible than those on reduced or flexible schedules.
Lawyers at a deposition for another client are less available
than women with a cell phone on the playground. What
little research is available finds no negative impact on client
relations from reduced or flexible schedules.90 And considerable data indicate that such arrangements save money
in the long run by reducing absenteeism, attrition, and
corresponding recruitment and training costs.91
Adequate opportunities for alternative schedules and
reasonable working hours also are becoming increasingly
important in attracting as well as retaining talented
lawyers. In the Catalyst 2001 survey, almost half of women
and a third of men placed work/life balance among their
top reasons for selecting their current legal employer.92
Similar points could be made about other workplace
policies that affect lawyers’ quality of life. Organizations
that fail to provide benefits for domestic partners and to
welcome them at social events, are overlooking cost-effective ways of making lesbian attorneys feel valued and comfortable in their workplaces.93
And organizations that fail to offer reasonable accommodations for lawyers with disabilities are paying a similar
price. Most requests for assistance are on the order of a few
hundred dollars, and many obvious needs of a similarly
modest nature remain unmet because lawyers are afraid to
draw attention to their disabilities.94 Greater efforts to
insure the inclusiveness of legal workplaces would serve the
interests of both lawyers and their employers.
Greater support for pro bono activities would yield
similar benefits.ABA surveys consistently find that lawyers’
greatest source of dissatisfaction with their legal practice is
the absence of opportunities to further the social good.95
That lack of opportunity is partly attributable to the
lack of employer support. Many organizations fail to give
full credit for pro bono service in meeting billable hour
requirements, or to reward it in promotion and compensation decisions.96 The result is to shortchange all concerned. Lawyers lose valuable opportunities for training,
contacts, and connection to social justice causes that often
sent them to law school in the first instance.97 Legal
employers lose opportunities to build the morale, skills,
and reputation of their workforce. And the public loses
opportunities for assistance with urgent unmet legal needs.
Although the inadequacy of pro bono policies is a concern
for the profession generally, it also assumes special importance
for women. Without employer support, pro bono service is
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likely to fall by the wayside among female lawyers who
already face particular difficulties in juggling family and work
commitments. The absence of pro bono assistance also carries special costs for women as potential clients, since women
account for about two-thirds of the low income Americans
who lack adequate access to legal services.98

E. Sexual Harassment
Another context in which inadequate policies assume
particular significance for women involves sexual harassment. About 90% of reported complaints are from women,
and many pay a substantial price in both economic and
psychological terms, such as loss of employment opportunities, unwanted transfers, anxiety, depression, and other
stress-related conditions.99 Organizations pay another price
in decreased productivity, increased turnover, and risks of
legal liability.100 Those risks can be considerable, in terms
of reputation as well as dollars. A widely publicized example
involved a mid-1990s multimillion dollar verdict against a
prominent San Francisco law firm for failure to prevent
repeated harassment by one of its leading partners.101
The point has not been lost on employers. Considerable
progress has been made since the Commission was founded
in 1987, when only about a third of surveyed law firms
had sexual harassment policies.102 Recent studies indicate
that almost all firms now have such policies, which typically follow federal regulations prohibiting unwelcome
sexual advances and conduct creating an intimidating,
hostile, or offensive working environment.103 Yet in some
organizations, the gap between formal prohibitions and
actual practices remains substantial. The most recent surveys find that between about half to two-thirds of female
lawyers, and a quarter to half of female court personnel,
report experiencing or observing sexual harassment.104
Almost three-quarters of female lawyers believe that harassment is a problem in their workplaces.105 It is, of course,
impossible to determine from such surveys how much
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of the conduct at issue would be held serious enough to
justify legal remedies. But gender bias studies and reported
cases leave no doubt that some clearly illegal harassment
persists in legal workplaces: sexual propositions, physical
groping, and abusive comments remain a problem.106
The problem is magnified by the costs of identifying it.
Many women justifiably fear ridicule or retaliation. Those
who complain are often dismissed as humorless and
hypersensitive, and are subject to informal blacklisting.107
As a result, surveys from a wide variety of occupational
contexts find that few women, typically well under 10
percent, make any formal complaint; fewer still can afford
the financial and psychological costs of litigation.108 Yet
while the likelihood of complaints is small for all but the
most serious behavior, concerns about unjust accusations
are considerably higher. As noted earlier, many men
report reluctance to mentor, or to socialize informally
with younger women, because of concerns about the
appearance of sexual impropriety.109
In short, our progress in addressing sexual harassment
over the last decade should not obscure the progress that
still remains to be made. Part IV identifies strategies that
can help legal workplaces in deterring and remedying
serious harassment while also avoiding overly punitive
responses to minor or unintentionally offensive conduct.

F. Gender Bias in the Justice System
The gender bias confronting women attorneys is part of a
broader pattern that affects women throughout the justice
system. Efforts to address bias in these other settings again
reflect partial progress. As late as 1980, only one article on
the entire subject had appeared in mainstream legal literature.110 Two years later, the first gender bias task force was
established in New Jersey, and within a decade most states
had followed suit. Their efforts were spearheaded by the
National Judicial Education Program to Promote Equality
for Women and Men in the Courts, a program created by
the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund in 1980
and cosponsored by the National Association of Women
Judges. Some jurisdictions also established separate commissions on racial and ethnic bias, or gave one commission
responsibility to consider all diversity-related issues. By the
turn of the 21st century, some 65 state and federal courts
had issued reports on bias in the justice system.111 The
ABA had also amended both the ABA Model Code of
Judicial Conduct and the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct to include prohibitions on bias.112
These initiatives, and the social forces that produced
them, have fundamentally altered the legal landscape.
No longer do we tolerate courts that sanction a witness
of color for refusing to answer when addressed by her first
name, or a female attorney for refusing to use her
husband’s name. 113
Judgments have been reversed, judicial discipline has

been imposed, policies have been issued, and training programs have been implemented.114
Yet while egregious discrimination is rare, more subtle
forms of bias are not. As the New York Task Force on
Women and the Courts bluntly concluded, gender bias
remains a “pervasive problem with grave consequences.”
115
And its costs are compounded by other forms of bias,
particularly those involving race, ethnicity, disability, and
sexual orientation.
The extent of the problem is, of course, difficult to
measure with any precision, and studies have varied in
their methodologies and findings. Commissions typically
have relied on some mix of quantitative and qualitative
approaches, and have considered issues such as the demographics of the bench, bar, and court personnel; the outcomes for male and female litigants in areas like bail,
sentencing, and custody awards; and the perceptions of
participants in the justice system.116 In general, these studies find significant evidence of bias, as well as significant
race and gender gaps in perceptions of bias. Between two
thirds and three quarters of women report experiencing
bias, while only a quarter to a third of men report observing it and far fewer report experiencing it.117 Women are
also more likely than men to believe that bias is a significant problem and that female attorneys are treated less
favorably than male attorneys by judges and opposing
counsel.118 Two-thirds of African American lawyers, but
less than a fifth of white lawyers, report witnessing racial
bias in the justice system in the last three years. 119 About
forty percent of surveyed lawyers report witnessing or
experiencing sexual orientation bias in professional settings, even in jurisdictions that have ordinances prohibiting it. 120 Between about a quarter to a half of lawyers with
disabilities also experience various forms of bias in the
legal system.121
Perceptions of bias are common among the general public
as well. In the American Bar Association’s 1999 study, close
to a third of Americans did not believe that courts try to treat
males and females alike,and about half did not believe that the
courts treat all racial and ethnic groups the same.122
The most commonly cited forms of bias fall into several
categories: disrespectful treatment; devaluation of credibility and injuries; and stereotypical assumptions about
gender, race, ethnicity, disability, and sexual orientation.
1. Disrespectful Treatment
Demeaning conduct takes a variety of forms. To be sure,
gender bias rules and educational programs have reduced
the most eggregious problems. Female lawyers no longer
routinely cope with labels such as “pretty girl,”“little lady,”
“lawyerette,”“baby doll,”“sweetie” and “attorney generallette.”123 Nor do women frequently encounter questions
such as whether they “really understand all the economics
involved in this [antitrust] case,” or whether their clients
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are “satisfied with the representation [they] had at trial
even though [the lawyer] was a woman.”124
However,some of these problems persist,particularly those
involving disrespectful forms of address. Female lawyers,
administrative personnel, and witnesses are still addressed by
their first names, while male counterparts are not. 125
Women of color and other identifiable subgroups face
also bias on two fronts. Racial slurs range from the obviously invidious such as “tarbaby” or “taco bell,” to the
ostensibly benign but backhanded compliment for being a
“credit to your race.”126 Homophobic jokes and comments
are not uncommon.127 Lawyers with disabilities report disparaging remarks and lack of reasonable accommodation
by judges, court personnel, clients, and other counsel.128
Women also report recurring instances of being
ignored, interrupted, or mistaken for nonprofessional support staff.129 And support staff, for their part, often experience similarly demeaning comments and have been
expected to perform menial personal services, such as
making coffee or running non-work related errands.130
Such problems persist partly because they are not
acknowledged as problems. Many white men, who have
not been on the receiving end of systematic bias, tend to
discount its significance.The gender gap in experience is
striking. For example, in the District of Columbia Circuit
survey of lawyers, only 3 percent of white men, but over
a third of white women and half of women of color, had
been mistaken for non-lawyers by other counsel.131
When men do observe such incidents, they often seem
like isolated, idiosyncratic, or inadvertent slights.A common
reaction is that women should just “grow up and stop
whining.”132 Such reactions both silence and stigmatize
complainants. Many women are unwilling to jeopardize
a client’s case or their own career prospects by antagonizing decision makers or earning a reputation as
“humorless,” “oversensitive,” or a “troublemaker.”133
These incidents assume broader significance when
viewed not as isolated occurrences but as part of a systematic pattern. However unintentional, they serve to undermine competence, confidence, and credibility.The message
is unstated but unmistakable when female lawyers or
judges of color are repeatedly assumed to be court
reporters, and occasionally even asked to verify their status.134 That message inevitably affects perceptions not only
about the qualifications of women, but also about the fairness of the justice system.
2. Devaluation of Women’s Credibility and Legal
Claims
Another common finding of gender bias studies is that the
credibility of female lawyers, litigants, and witnesses is
often discounted. Examples range from the occasional
overt comment, such as “Shut up. Let’s hear what the men
have to say,” to the much more common and subtle pat-
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terns of devaluation, such as openly ignoring or trivializing claims.135
In some instances, judicial attitudes are tied to perceptions about the substantive rights or injuries at issue.
Claims involving violence, acquaintance rape, sexual
harassment, and employment discrimination face special
skepticism. In New Jersey’s recent follow-up survey of
gender bias, about 60 to 70 percent of women ( compared
with about a quarter of men) reported that victims of
domestic violence and sex harassment had less credibility
than other victims.136
Again, examples range from the occasionally outrageous to the more routinely callous. At one end of the
spectrum are the domestic violence cases where one judge
sentenced a batterer to take
his victim out to dinner once
a week and “try to work it
out,” and another judge, after
While we can be
hearing testimony about a
justly proud of
woman who had been
doused with lighter fluid and
putting our once
set on fire, responded by
invisible issues
singing “you light up my
on the national
wife” to the tune of “you
court reform
light up my life.”137 In some
agenda, we must
courtrooms, brutal assaults
appear to matter less when
understand that,
they are “family matters.”138
as with liberty,
At the other end of the
eternal vigilance
spectrum are dismissive attiis the price of
tudes that are less explicit
but therefore less readily
gender fairness in
identified and remedied. A
the courts.
widely shared perception
among those responding to
Lynn Hecht Schafran,
gender bias surveys is that
Director, National Judicial
courts view employment
Education Program,
discrimination and sexual
NOW Legal Defense and
harassment cases as “small
Education Fund
potatoes,” a “waste of time,”
and diversions from more
important issues on the judicial docket.139
Yet as the Working Committee of the Second Circuit’s
Task Force on Gender, Racial and Ethnic Fairness in the
Courts noted:“whether a case is worth the time it takes is
also a function of the values and life experiences that a
judge brings to the case. One could argue plausibly that
cases involving individual rights and protection against discrimination, even if small and affecting only a single individual, are more rather than less deserving of the attention
and expertise of the federal bench, than a large
commercial case in which the parties could probably get a
fair resolution in a variety of dispute resolution

fora. The point is simply, that when a case is properly
before a federal court, a judge’s belief that it is too trivial
for his or her attention can too easily result in actual
unfairness to a litigant—a result that disproportionately
disadvantages both women and members of minority
groups.This is a problem that deserves attention.”140
3. Stereotypical Assumptions
Stereotypical assumptions about gender, race, ethnicity,
and sexual orientation are equally in need of attention.
Gender bias studies reveal problems across a wide range
of substantive areas, particularly those involving family,
criminal, and employment law. Commonly cited
assumptions are that:
• domestic violence victims are responsible for provoking,
tolerating, or declining to report abuses;
• rapes involving acquaintances are less harmful than
“real” (i.e., stranger) rapes;
• mothers who work full time or who have same-sex
partners are less deserving of custody than fathers who
are heterosexual or who have second wives willing to
be full time caretakers;
• promiscuity is more serious for female juvenile
offenders than for male offenders.141
Although women are the most common victims of
adverse gender stereotypes, men can be targets as well.

Custody cases are the most commonly cited illustration;
maternal preferences may be impermissible in law but
they persist in practice, at least for parents of young children.142 Gender bias in criminal charging and sentencing
decisions is also common. For example, male defendants
are likely to be held more responsible than their female
counterparts for joint crimes, or treated more harshly for
certain offenses.143 Yet it bears note that even in contexts
where women as a group have advantages, not all women
benefit. Although female defendants with children may
be less likely than male defendants to face extended
prison terms, those who do, largely poor women of color,
confront additional hardships because of their disproportionate childrearing responsibilities and the lack of facilities
for female offenders near their families.144
Comprehensive strategies for addressing such bias
have been carefully designed and broadly publicized.
They have not, however, been widely implemented.
Lynn Hecht Schafran, Director of the National Judicial
Education Program, notes that progress has been
“uneven.”145 Relatively few jurisdictions have done
what is really required. As discussion in Part IV makes
clear, every court needs a “comprehensive framework
that will establish long-term implementation” of gender
bias strategies.146
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II. GENDER ISSUES
Although many of the opportunities and obstacles for
women in the legal profession are widely shared, there are
some important differences across practice contexts. There
are also some sex-based differences in career paths that
affect women’s representation in particular practice settings.
The following table reflects the most recent comprehensive survey of the workplace settings of male and female
attorneys.

IN

CONTEXT

the New York Bar Glass Ceiling study, women were three
times less likely to become partners as men. In the
American Bar Foundations study, women’s chances were
less than half of men’s.150
The disparities are especially pronounced for equity
and managing partners. Among large firm partners, only
about sixty percent of female attorneys, compared with
three quarters of male attorneys, have equity status.151
And as noted earlier, only
about 5 percent of managing
Table 1
partners in surveyed firms are
Distribution of Male and Female Lawyer Populations by Employment
women.152 UnderrepresentaMale Lawyers
Female Lawyers
tion is greatest for women of
Employment Setting
No.
%
No.
%
color; their proportion of
Solo practice
225,584
34
72,139
36
equity partners remains stuck
Firm practice
265,356
41
71,395
35
at under one percent, and their
Federal judicial department
2,127
<1
810
<1
attrition rate after eight years
Other federal government
18,163
3
8,643
4
is one hundred percent.153
State/local judicial department 14,746
2
3,944
2
The difficulties for women
Other state/local government
25,609
4
13,214
7
in
law
firms reflect the probPrivate industry
53,882
8
17,468
9
lems
faced
by women in the
Private association
3,308
1
2,185
1
profession
generally:
unconLegal aid or public defender
4,938
1
3,561
2
scious bias and stereotypes;
Education
582
1
2,604
1
inflexible work structures;
Retired or inactive
6,328
6
6,345
3
and exclusion from mentorTotal
655,623
100
202,308
100
ing and social networks.
However, certain distinctive
features of law firm settings compound the difficulties.
As this table indicates, female lawyers are more likely
One involves the heightened competition within and
than male lawyers to work in private industry, governacross professions. Law firms face greater economic pressures
ment, legal aid, and public defender programs, and less
due to substantial increases in the size of the bar, coupled
likely to practice in law firms. The reasons for those diswith increasing competition from nonlawyers and in-house
parities may partly reflect different career preferences
counsel, as well as increasing competition for talented law
among law school graduates, but some of the variation
graduates.154 These pressures have, in turn, heightened
may be attributable to women’s perceptions of the oppor148
tunities open to them in particular practice settings.
competition within firms. Partnership means less and is
harder to obtain. Increasing emphasis is placed on maxiAs the following discussion makes clear, prospects for
mizing billable hours and on developing new business.
advancement in law firms remain especially limited.
Such priorities tend to disadvantage women, given their
greater family responsibilities and their greater difficulties
A. Law Firms
in networking with largely male clients.155
In summarizing recent trends, an American Bar
Foundation statistical report notes: “the most pervasive
A preoccupation with the bottom line has also
underrepresentation of female lawyers, although of lesser
squeezed out other values that are central to workplace
magnitude than in [previous decades] . . . existed among
satisfaction. It has reduced time for mentoring that is often
partners in law firms. In spite of improvements over time,
key to the success of junior women.156 And the priority of
only . . . 60 percent as many female lawyers were partners
profits has discouraged the kind of pro bono work that
in law firms . . . as would have been expected had women
lawyers rank among their most satisfying professional
been fully represented among partners. Moreover, when
experiences. Ironically enough, recent increases in law
representation is controlled for age, women were persistfirm revenues and salaries have eroded, not expanded supently underrepresented in all age groups.”149 Similarly, in
port for public service. For example, over the last decade,
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when the profits of the nation’s highest earning firms
increased by over 50%, average pro bono contributions
dropped by a third.157 As noted earlier, the absence of support for pro bono activities poses particularly painful
tradeoffs for women. Their disproportionate family commitments often leave little free time for work that does not
count toward escalating billable hour requirements.
All of these forces contribute to disaffection and attrition
that ill serve the interests of women and their firms. Over
forty percent of associates leave within three years, generally before their firms have had time to recover their initial
investment in recruiting and
training.158 Because many
offices fail to track or allocate
attrition costs, their reward
Women comprise
structures often overcompenalmost 50 percent
sate rainmakers who “churn”
of law students
associates and undercompenand hold leadership
sate supervisors who are
effective mentors.159
roles in the
Moreover, the costs of
profession, such as
excessive attrition extend well
Supreme Court
beyond financial expenses. As
justices and even
the Boston Bar Association’s
work/family task force
bar association
noted, rapid turnover disrupts
presidents. But
relationships and discourages
much remains
mentoring.160
to be done. . . .
Supervising lawyers do not
want to invest time assisting
I look forward
associates whom they expect
to the day
to leave. Women who lack
when the real
assistance are more likely to
celebration is the
leave. Their departures reduce
accomplishment
the pool of mentors for
lawyers of similar backitself, not the
ground, and perpetuate the
fact that it was
expectations that perpetuate
done by a woman.
the problem.161 The problem
is greatest for women of
Martha Barnett,
color, who have the highest
President of the American
attrition rates and greatest difBar Association, 2000
ficulties obtaining mentors.162
So too, “every woman
who opts to ‘have a life’
means one less woman in the
management ‘pipeline.’”163 Women who want substantial
time for their families or for pro bono work disproportionately drift off the leadership track, leaving behind a
decision making structure insulated from their influence.
Some of these problems are less pronounced in small
firms where lawyers often have closer working relationships and greater willingness to accommodate colleagues
with competing commitments. However, smaller firms

also have fewer attorneys available to cover for those on
leave or alternative schedules. And these firms are less likely
to have formal policies that attempt to support and regularize such options. Some women have sought greater
flexibility by working in women-owned firms or in firms
with other family members.164 Yet these choices come at
a cost. Although satisfaction with quality of life is relatively
high in small firms, they generally do not offer the same
status, economic rewards, or professional leadership opportunities as larger firms.165
So too, in some practice settings, competitive pressures
have pushed small firms in the same direction as their larger
counterparts-toward extended hours, constant availability,
and bottom-line orientations.166 Franchise firms are a case
in point. Many chains of small local offices that have
promised “family friendly environments” have yet to provide
them.167 Female attorneys who are “too family oriented
and not entrepreneurial enough” have lost out in compensation and promotion decisions, and have rarely
achieved managing partner positions.168
Changing these patterns is no small challenge.
Economic pressures are substantial and likely to increase.
But so is the representation of women in the profession.
At a time when half of law school graduates are women,
firms cannot afford structures that disadvantage so much of
the talent pool. Yet although many firm leaders lament the
decline of law from a profession to a business, too few have
taken an effective businesslike approach to human
resources issues.169
To make significant progress, equal opportunity for
women needs to be seen as an economic as well as moral
issue, and treated as a bottom-line priority. As discussion
in Part IV makes clear, cost-effective strategies are available
to help firms of all sizes move closer to gender equality in
practice as well as principle.

B. Solo Practice
Although about a third of women are solo practitioners,
there is relatively little systematic information about their
experience, or about the dynamics of their practice settings. The limited accounts available suggest that the
opportunities and obstacles for women in solo practice
are similar to those in small firm settings. Female attorneys
who work on their own are generally seeking flexibility,
independence, control, and direct client contact.170 Some
work out of home offices, which helps to reduce
work/family conflicts. The price for such advantages is
often paid in greater isolation, economic uncertainty, and
instability, as well as lower income and status.171
The absence of mentoring and back-up support poses
additional stresses. For some solo practitioners, a lack of
time or contacts for business development, together with
an inability to afford professional membership dues and subscription fees, can compound the economic difficulties.172
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Many women attempt to minimize these problems
through cooperative office sharing arrangements with
other lawyers. Some also manage through the economic
security provided by spouses or partners in well-paying
positions.173 Although many of the challenges are inherent in the nature of solo practice, Part IV identifies initiatives that can assist solo practitioners.

C. Corporate Counsel
The percentage of women in corporate counsel positions
has grown dramatically over the past five years,up from about
a quarter in the mid l990s to over a third at the turn of the
century.174 However, women are still underrepresented, particularly at the highest levels. About 11 percent of female
lawyers, compared with 18 percent of men, work in corporate legal departments. At the turn of this century, only ten
percent of the general counsel of Fortune 500 companies
were women. Only one of those was a woman of color.175
The reasons for this partial progress reflect both the
increasing attractiveness of corporate employment, and the
continuing legacy of gender stereotypes and inflexible
workplace structures. In-house counsel positions typically
offer somewhat more regular hours and greater job security
than law firms, along with an escape from up-or-out promotion structures and client development obligations.176
In recent national surveys, about two-thirds to three-quarters
of corporate counsel indicated that gaining a better balance
between their professional and personal life was a major
reason for their current job choice.177 Many women also
like the opportunities for proactive problem solving and for
movement into management positions that are available in
corporate settings.178 And in some companies, a recent
focus on diversity initiatives has created a particularly supportive climate for women of color.179
Yet many female attorneys confront the same barriers to
advancement in corporate legal departments as in other
practice settings. These barriers include stereotypical
assumptions about the qualifications of women and minorities; exclusion from informal social activities and mentoring
networks; isolation from other practitioners; and extended
hours for those in senior positions.180 Although in house
counsel do not face the same business development obstacles
as lawyers in private practice, neither are these counsel free
from all marketing obligations and from the disadvantages
that gender, race, ethnicity, disability, and sexual orientation
impose. Corporate counsel need to be sufficiently liked and
respected to work effectively with management and with
outside community and industry constituencies that are not
always free from unconscious bias.181 Here again, women of
color are especially likely to confront obstacles and most do
not believe that corporations are making genuine efforts to
diversify corporate counsel positions.182
Moreover, in some companies, downsizing and costcontainment strategies have created economic pressures
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analogous to those in firms, and have compromised the
quality of life for legal employees.183
In Catalyst’s 2001 survey, women in corporate law
departments did not report significantly less difficulty balancing their professional and personal life than women in
firms, and in-house counsel were even less likely to believe
that they could use flexible work arrangements without
jeopardizing their advancement. Only about a quarter
were satisfied with their advancement opportunities.184
The strategies for equalizing opportunities in corporate
settings are also analogous to those developed for other
legal employers, discussed in Part IV below. However,
women holding senior in-house positions have certain
special challenges and opportunities that come with control over hiring decisions and selection of outside counsel.
Increasing efforts have been made to convince these
women to recruit and channel business to other women,
and to prefer firms with good records on diversity.185
Women’s networks and social events with those objectives have had mixed success. Some general counsel are
wary of charges of favoritism: how can they “preach fairness” and then give preferences based on race or sex?186
And if performance problems later arise, women worry
that they will be criticized for not choosing lawyers
strictly on the merits.
Although these are valid concerns, they suggest reasons
for selecting only well-qualified counsel, not for abandoning efforts to identify women who meet those standards.
Past a certain threshold, what counts as merit is often
subjective.As the federal Glass Ceiling Commission notes,
“comfort and chemistry” have long played a role in
corporate personnel decisions and women, particularly
women of color, have long been left out of the loop from
which selections have been made.187 Efforts to correct
those historic patterns of exclusion are a way to match
formal policies on diversity with actual business practices.

D. Government and Public Interest
Organizations
Although only a small percentage of lawyers work in
public interest or public sector jobs, women are quite
well represented in those positions. As Table 1 indicates,
female lawyers are more likely than males to work in
government, legal aid, or public-interest organizations.
The pattern begins early: among recent law school graduating classes, about a third of women, compared with a
quarter of men, take government, public interest, or judicial clerkship positions.188 In some sectors, such as the
federal government, women constitute about a third of
lawyers.189 Women of color are particularly likely to
work in such positions. For example, 6 percent of
minority female law graduates take public interest jobs,
compared with 2 percent of white men.190
There are several reasons for these patterns. One is that

public interest and public sector organizations are perceived as more “meritocratic” than private practice.191
When relieved of the obligation to attract paying clients,
lawyers can focus more on the quality of their legal
work, and worry less about exclusion from men’s social
networks that are crucial to business development.
A second explanation for the attractiveness of government and public interest jobs is that they also tend to have
more family-friendly and egalitarian environments than
other legal workplaces. The hours are often more reasonable and predictable, or at least more likely to be chosen
than imposed. Some public sector agencies like the U.S.
Department of Justice have been leaders in addressing
quality-of-life issues: they offer part-time work, job-sharing, flexible work schedules, and on-site dependent care.192
While there is often some gap between formal policies and
acceptable practices, that gap
tends to be smaller than in
private practice.193
Government employers
also have a reputation for
Women judges
being more progressive on
are “important
diversity-related issues than
as symbols that
most law firms. Agencies
positions of power
that are politically and finanand responsibility
cially accountable to the
broader public generally are
are attainable for
under some pressure to be
women; they are
representative of the comindispensable as
munity that they serve.194
well to the public’s
So too, many public
interest organizations have
confidence in the
particularly strong commitability of our
ments to equal opportunity
courts to respond
and to egalitarian manageto the legal
ment structures in which
women and minorities are
problems of
adequately represented.
all Americans.”
Another explanation for
women’s greater represent
Hon. Patricia M.Wald,
tion in public sector and
former judge, U.S. Court
public interest positions
of Appeals, District of
involves tradeoffs between
Columbia, Hague,
ideological commitments
Human Rights.
and financial opportunities.
Women are somewhat more
likely than men to choose
law for reasons related to
social justice.195 Women are also less likely than men to
see themselves as their families’ primary wage earners.
Both factors increase women’s willingness to accept lowpaying public interest and public sector work. Although
attorneys in these positions often report frustration with
their lack of resources, status, or advancement opportunities,

many find offsetting benefits in their control, responsibility,
and connection to social causes.196

E. The Judiciary
1. Underrepresentation
Women’s representation in the judiciary has also
increased substantially over the past decade. At the turn
of the 21st century, women accounted for about 18
percent of federal district and appellate judges, double
the percentage from the early 1990s.197 Although comprehensive information is not available for state courts,
the limited data indicate similar, if somewhat
uneven progress. In some jurisdictions, the increase in
female representation has been especially dramatic. In
Massachusetts, for example, women constitute 30 percent
of the bench and a majority on the supreme court. 198
Yet such progress should not be grounds for complacency. Much of the increase in women’s representation on
the federal bench has been recent, and has reflected
exceptional commitment to diversity. President Clinton’s
appointment of 100 female judges nearly tripled the
number appointed by Presidents Bush and Reagan.199
Sustaining that level of commitment should be a high
priority for the profession. As in other contexts, women
in the judiciary still remain underrepresented at the highest levels and overrepresented at the lowest. In the federal
system, they account for fewer federal judges with life
tenure than for lower tier, non-Article III appointments
(e.g., magistrates and bankruptcy judges).200 Similar patterns hold in many states, and the underrepresentation of
women of color is still greater in both systems.201
2. Bias
Part of the reason for such underrepresentation may have
to do with biases in selection and confirmation processes,
biases that most surveyed women, but not men, identify as
problems.202 Another reason may be the tendency of
such processes to penalize applicants who have public
service and public interest backgrounds, because these
backgrounds are assumed to predict “activism” on controversial issues.203
Such assumptions work against women, particularly
women of color, who disproportionately come from such
backgrounds or who have been involved with such issues.
The result is to deprive the judiciary of the diversity of
experience necessary to ensure both the fact and appearance of justice. As Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg noted in
the ceremony marking her appointment to the U.S.
Supreme Court, “women, like persons of different racial
groups and ethnic origins, contribute . . . [to the US. judiciary a] distinctive medley of views influenced by differences in biology, cultural impact, and life experience.”204
Diversity is critical to the legitimacy, credibility, and quality
of the justice system.
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197

Women federal district and appellate judges

Efforts to combat the bias facing women judges are
equally critical. Studies of judicial performance evaluations
find that female judges are rated consistently lower than
their male counterparts, and that male lawyers are particularly critical.205 State and federal gender bias surveys also
reveal similar biases, including a significant incidence of
disparaging comments by male judges about their female
colleagues and about the number of women on the
bench.206 Female judges often receive criticism for strong
and decisive action, while the same behavior by male judges
attracts praise.207 The credibility and self esteem of women
on the bench can be further undermined by unconscious
slights, such as being mistaken for court staff and occasionally for each other.208 In anticipation of such problems, the
National Association of Women Judges presented Justice
Ginsburg and Justice O’Connor matching T-shirts.One read
“I’m Ruth, not Sandra,” the other, “I’m Sandra, not Ruth.”
As Ginsburg later noted, wearing them might have avoided
embarrassment for an Acting Solicitor General who, three
times in one term, addressed her as Justice O’Connor.209
Although such mistakes can be humorously dismissed
by women at the highest judicial level, they reflect and
reinforce patterns of devaluation that carry more serious
consequences for other women. As the preceding discussion of gender bias indicates, the accumulation of
these incidents, however inadvertent, sends a signal about
credibility and legitimacy that is not lost on other participants in the legal system. The symbol of justice may be
blind, but lawyers, litigants, and witnesses generally are
not. And the judiciary has not yet realized its aspirations
to exemplify, as well as dispense, equal justice under law.

F. Legal Education
The experience of women in legal education again
reflects a history of dramatic, but still only partial
progress. Until the 1970s, women in law schools were
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noticeable largely for their absence. Only three schools
had ever had women deans, and few had more than one
or two women faculty.210 Female students constituted no
more than 3 percent of entering classes and the atmosphere for those present was less than fully welcoming.
Some professors ignored their presence as much as possible
except on “Ladies Days.” Then, women students were singled out for questions on “women’s issues,” such as sexual
assaults or hypotheticals involving needlework.211 Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg recalls that when she attended law
school, there were associations for wives of law students
but not for women students themselves.212
By the turn of the 21st century, the academic landscape
had been transformed.Women now account for a majority
of entering law students and racial and ethnic minorities
constitute about 20 percent.213 But women, particularly
women of color, remain overrepresented at the bottom
and underrepresented in the upper ranks of legal education. And at many schools, the curriculum and climate
for women still leaves much to be desired.
1. Underrepresentation
Despite substantial progress, women in legal education still
have not achieved wholly equal opportunities, particularly
for leadership positions. Only 20 percent of full professors
and 10 percent of law school deans are female, and only
about 5 percent of those in either position are women
of color.214 Women faculty are still clustered in the least
prestigious academic specialties and positions, such as
librarians, research and writing instructors, and nontenured clinicians.215 Gender inequalities persist within as
well as across these specialties. For example, women account
for two-thirds of legal writing instructors, but are only half
as likely as their male counterparts to hold tenured positions or to direct writing programs.216 At many schools,
women students are also underrepresented in the most
prestigious positions such as law review editors, class
officers, and members of academic honor societies.217 The
limited research available finds that these gender and racial
disparities cannot be entirely explained by objective factors
such as academic credentials or experience.218 Some
evidence also suggests that women of color are underrepresented in student bodies relative to their undergraduate
performance and academic potential. 219
Such findings should come as no surprise. Racial, ethnic, and gender biases persist within the legal profession
generally, and there is no reason to expect legal education
to be different. Female students and faculty are subject
to the same double standards and double binds that women
encounter in other legal settings. Their competence is
subject to heightened scrutiny and they risk criticism for
being too assertive or not assertive enough.220
Women’s disproportionate family responsibilities also
carry a cost when pitted against substantial research,

teaching, and committee obligations. Although work
schedules in law school generally permit more flexibility
than those in legal practice, performance pressures and
time demands can be even more unbounded. 221 The
problem is exacerbated by the overlap between women’s
biological and tenure clocks. About two-thirds of surveyed women law professors cite work/family conflicts as
a significant problem. 222
Although there is no reason to expect law schools to
be exempt from broader patterns of gender bias, there is
reason to expect them to address the issue more effectively. Without a critical mass of similar faculty colleagues,
women bear disproportionate burdens of counseling and
committee assignments, and lack adequate mentoring and
support networks.223
Institutions also lose valuable guidance and students lose
valuable role models. And without adequate racial and
ethnic diversity among faculty and students, prospective
lawyers lack the informed classroom interchanges, and
understanding of multiple perspectives that is critical to
practice within an increasingly multicultural world.
Empirical research consistently finds that students who
experience racial diversity in education show less prejudice, more ability to deal with conflict, better cognitive
skills, clearer understanding of multiple perspectives, and
greater satisfaction with their academic experience.224
Yet efforts to achieve such diversity have been compromised by recent assaults on affirmative action.
California’s Proposition 209 and a federal Court of
Appeals ruling in Hopwood v.Texas, 78 F 3 932 (5th Cir.),
cert. den. 518 U.S. 1033 (1996), Grutter v. Bollinger,__F.
Supp. 2d, No. 97-CV-75928-DT (E.D. Mich. March 27,
2001) have barred reliance on race at universities within
their jurisdictions. Similar litigation and legislative initiatives are underway in other states as part of a national

campaign against affirmative action. Partly as a result, the
number of law students of color has grown less than one
percent over the past five years, the lowest increase in
over twenty years.225
This lack of progress is particularly disturbing in light
of the broad consensus about the importance of diversity for legal education. As is clear from recent position
papers by the Association of American Law Schools
(AALS) and a coalition of virtually every other major
organization in higher education, challenges to affirmative action compromise academic excellence. In summarizing experts’ views, the AALS statement concludes:
“different backgrounds enrich learning, scholarship, public service, and institutional governance. They promote
informed classroom interchanges and keep academic
communities responsive to the needs of a changing profession and a changing world.”226 Meeting these needs
requires sustained recruitment and retention efforts.
2. Educational Climate and Curricula
A true commitment to equal opportunity will also require
broader changes in the educational culture. Research over
the last decade consistently finds that women, particularly
women of color, are more likely than men to be silenced
in the classroom. Female students volunteer less frequently
and make fewer follow-up comments. The gender differentials are most pronounced in courses that are taught by
men and that have high male-female ratios.227
Part of the reason appears to be the largely unconscious
biases that continue to affect classroom experiences.When
women speak in mixed groups, they are often heard
differently than men. Female students’ comments are
more likely to be overlooked, devalued, or misattributed.
The highly competitive atmosphere of many law school
classrooms also tends to silence students with lower self-
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confidence, who are disproportionately women, especially women of color.228
The marginalization of women’s classroom participation is compounded by the marginalization of issues
concerning race, gender, and sexual orientation in core
curricula, as well as the disparaging treatment of students
and faculty who introduce such concerns. Reviews of
gender bias in casebooks disclose that these issues generally receive insignificant coverage.229 And in class discussions, such topics are often tacked on as curricular
afterthoughts-as brief digressions from the “real” subject.
Some teachers exclude issues of obvious importance, such
as domestic violence, same-sex marriage, or pornography,
because the discussion may become too volatile. When
such issues do arise, students or faculty who express strong
views frequently are dismissed or demeaned.230
Most institutions have experienced racist, sexist, and
homophobic backlash in e-mails, graffiti, or anonymous
flyers, and many have experienced other egregious forms
of sexual harassment.231 In Law School Admission
Council surveys, discrimination is reported by about
two-thirds of gay and lesbian students, a majority of
African-American students, and a third of women,Asian
American, and Hispanic students.232 Harassment is also
common for conservative students who express unpopular
views on gender and diversity issues.
What is especially disturbing about such patterns
is the tendency among many faculty to dismiss their
significance. A common response is simply to ignore
inappropriate comments or to rely on other students to
respond. Yet tolerance of intolerance falls short of ensuring
the equal opportunity and mutual respect that professionally responsible educators should demand. Many
schools have also failed to respond adequately to other
forms of demeaning or biased treatment.Women faculty
often experience classroom challenges to their competence and authority.233 Women of color, women who are
open about their same-sex orientation, and women who
take strong feminist positions have been especially likely
targets of offensive comments, adverse evaluations by
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students, and marginalization by colleagues.234 The
devaluation of teaching and scholarship that focuses
on gender, race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation also
discourages junior faculty from pursuing such interests
and disadvantages those who persist.235
In short, too many women, particularly women of color
and lesbians still feel uncomfortable in the educational
environment and too few have advanced to positions
where they can significantly affect it. And too few schools
have committees or other administrative structures
charged with addressing gender-related concerns.236
Given these patterns, it is scarcely surprising that women
report higher levels of dissatisfaction and disengagement
with the law school experience, and that women of color
have the greatest likelihood of alienation.237 If our goal
is to create an educational community, and ultimately a
profession, of equal opportunity and mutual respect, we
have a significant distance yet to travel.
3. Pro Bono Commitments
If our objective is also to inspire commitments to pro
bono service, there is also progress still to be made. Only
about ten percent of law schools require pro bono
participation by students and fewer still impose requirements on faculty.238 About a third of schools have no
voluntary law-related pro bono projects or programs
involving fewer than fifty participants a year. As a result,
most students graduate without pro bono work as part
of their educational experience.239
The absence of adequate pro bono programs should
be a matter of concern for the entire profession,
but it also holds particular importance for women. As
noted earlier, women are especially likely to come to law
school with public service interests and to make those
interests a focus of their careers.240 Moreover, since
women account for a disproportionate share of low
income clients with unmet legal needs, pro bono
programs are an important way to build awareness
of women’s concerns and the gender inequality that
produces them.

III. THE DIFFERENCE GENDER DIFFERENCE MAKES
For those concerned with women and the profession, a
crucial question is what difference gender difference
makes. A longstanding issue is whether male and female
lawyers bring different, gender-linked perspectives to their
work, and if so, what follows from those differences. A
related set of questions involves diversity among women.
To what extent are gender differences experienced differently across race, ethnicity, age, sexual orientation, and
related characteristics? How can bar associations speak on
behalf of women without losing sight of the diversity in
their backgrounds, values, and concerns?

A. Women’s “Different Voice”
Perceptions of gender differences are widely shared. In the recent

ABA Journal poll, fewer than a fifth of women lawyers
believed that male and female lawyers had the same
strengths, the same weaknesses.241 Slightly under half of
male lawyers believed that men and women had the same
strengths and weaknesses.242 Women lawyers were
thought to have greater empathy and “better people
skills,” but insufficient assertiveness and aggressiveness.243
Some feminist theorists have made broader claims.They
argue that women reason in a “different voice,” one more
sensitive to values of care, compassion, and cooperation
than prevailing legal norms.244
Such perceptions build on broader cultural assumptions about gender difference. Some of these assumptions
draw on biological differences such as those involving
cognitive capacities, hormonal levels, and childbearing.
Other perceptions are shaped by patterns of socialization
and subordination, which encourage women to develop
greater interpersonal sensitivities, caretaking abilities, and
cooperative styles.245
The evidence for many presumed gender differences is,
however, weaker than commonly supposed. Psychological
research finds few characteristics on which men and
women consistently differ along gender lines, and even on
these characteristics, gender typically accounts for only
about 5 percent of the variation.246 Contextual forces and
other factors like race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation
can be equally significant. The most respected recent
studies avoid sweeping claims about inherent gender differences, but also acknowledge the role of gender-based
experiences and expectations in professional lives.
For example, surveys of leadership styles and decisionmaking behavior have reached mixed results that
underscore the contextual variations in gender difference.
Some research based on laboratory experiments and individuals’ self-descriptions finds that women display greater

interpersonal skills and adopt more participatory,
democratic styles, while men rely on more directive and
task-oriented approaches.247
Yet other large scale studies based on self-reports find
no such gender differences.248 Nor do these differences
emerge in most research involving evaluations of leaders by
supervisors, subordinates, and peers in real world settings.249
There are several explanations for these divergent
results. One involves sex stereotypes, which are particularly
likely to influence lab studies and self-descriptions. In
experimental situations, where participants have relatively
little information about each other, they are more likely to
fall back on conventional assumptions about appropriate
masculine and feminine behavior. Such assumptions may
also skew individuals’ willingness to behave or to describe
their behavior in ways that deviate from stereotypical
norms.250 Since women do not enjoy the same presumption of competence, the same latitude for assertiveness, and
the same access to power as their male colleagues, a less
autocratic style may seem necessary.251
By contrast, the force of conventional stereotypes
is weaker in actual organizational settings than in lab
tudies or self-assessments. Women who have achieved
decision-making positions in traditionally male-dominated
professions generally have been socialized to follow
prevailing practices. It is not surprising that their styles are
similar to those of male counterparts.252
Efforts to determine whether women lawyers
approach their work differently than men yield similarly
mixed results. The bottom line appears to be “some
women, some of the time.”253
The most systematic studies involve judicial behavior,
but their reliability is sometimes limited by small sample
sizes and inadequate controls for factors other than gender. Early studies tended to find no significant gender
differences in judicial rulings, even on women’s rights
issues.254 By contrast, some more recent studies have
found differences at least on certain issues, although not
always on women’s rights or on matters traditionally
thought to inspire feminine compassion.255
An equally critical question is the extent to which
women judges have used their leadership to press for changes
in the judicial process that would make it more responsive to
the needs of women. Here again, the evidence is mixed. In
some respects, as Judge Gladys Kessler notes,“there has truly
been a ‘revolutionary reform’ of the justice system’s response
to women’s concerns” in areas such as domestic violence,
child support, and gender bias.256 Much of this change has
resulted from efforts by female judges, not only through
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their rulings but also through their work in organizations
like the National Association of Women Judges.257
Yet as Kessler also observes, many women leaders have
“become the victims of [their] own success.”They have so
many individual opportunities and claims on their time
that their collective reform efforts are suffering from a
“fading sense of urgency, diminishing energy, and a loss of
commitment.”258 Many pressing needs of women in the
justice system remain unmet, and not all women judges
and bar leaders have joined forces to respond.259
The same point could be made about other legal contexts. What limited information is available about women
lawyers and women’s professional organizations again
provides a mixed record. Many female attorneys have
made a crucial difference in promoting women’s issues and
in creating institutional structures that will do the same.
The ABA’s Commission on Women in the Profession is a
reflection of those efforts, as are many women’s bar associations, women’s networks, and women-owned law firms.
These institutions have both provided support for individual
members and have pressed for fundamental reforms on
issues such as family leaves, sexual harassment, flexible or
reduced schedules, performance evaluations, mentoring
programs, and other diversity initiatives.260
Yet many men have also been leaders on these issues.
And not all women have been committed to creating
“kind[l]er, gentler” workplaces.261 While some womenowned firms have sought to institutionalize more familyfriendly policies, collaborative dispute resolution approaches,
and egalitarian management structures, other have adopted
the same “business ethic” as traditional firms.262
Surveys of law firms and corporate law departments
also find some senior women who do not actively advocate
women’s interests. One of the most common complaints
by female associates is that powerful female partners have
not always “played a role in promoting the opportunities
and quality of life” of junior colleagues.263 Some women
in corporate decision-making roles have been similarly
reluctant to press gender-related issues.264
Underlying these different priorities are differences in
personal commitments, rewards, risks, and influence. The
most obvious explanation for varying levels of support
concerning women’s issues is women’s personal investment
in those issues. Experiences of discrimination, marginalization, or work/family conflicts leave some women with a
desire to make life better for their successors. By contrast,
other women have internalized the values of the culture in
which they have succeeded. These lawyers have “gotten
there the hard way,” they have “given up a lot,” they “have
conformed to the system.”265 If they managed, so can
anyone else.
What lessons women draw from their own struggle may
in part depend on what consequences that they anticipate
from continuing the struggle on behalf of other women .
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These consequences vary considerably across contexts. In
some settings, the rewards from pressing such concerns
outweigh the risks: women are viewed as “brave,” or “fair
minded” for “standing up for what [they] believe.”266
Other, more tangible benefits can also result from becoming a “squeaky wheel:” more equitable compensation
structures, greater flexibility in workplace schedules,
increased career or client development opportunities, and a
larger critical mass of supportive female colleagues.267
Yet for many women, such potential benefits come at
too great a cost. One common concern involves becoming “pigeon-holed” as a “feminist” or “women’s libber.”268
These labels are rarely meant as compliments.The more
conservative the organization, the more women justifiably worry about taking
positions that will brand
The Glass Ceiling is
them as “extremist,” “strinot only a setback
dent,” “oversensitive,” or
269
“difficult to work with.”
that affects two
Such risks leave many
thirds of the
women lawyers in a double
population but a
bind. Those who “rock the
serious economic
boat” on women’s issues may
problem that takes
lose the collegial support and
career development oppora huge financial
tunities that would provide a
toll on American
power base within their
business. Equity
organizations, and make their
270
demands that we
advocacy effective.
But
those who obtain influence
destroy the glass
by conforming to organizaceiling. Smart
tional values may feel unable
business demands
to use that influence on
it as well.
behalf of those who might
benefit most.
Robert Reich
There are no easy answers
to these tradeoffs. However,
as discussion in Part IV indicates, one of the best ways for
women to minimize risks and
maximize effectiveness is to seek allies. Support from other
women and women’s groups can be crucial in building the
foundations for reform.

B. Differences Among Women
As the preceding discussion makes clear, gender differences
are experienced differently by different groups of women
in different practice contexts. There is no “generic
woman.”271 Race, class, ethnicity, age, disability, and sexual orientation can be as important as gender in defining
professional opportunities and concerns.These differences
among women highlight a longstanding challenge for
those working on behalf of women. By definition, the

women’s movement claims to speak from the experience
of women. Yet that experience counsels attention to its
own diversity, and to the role of contextual forces and
multiple identities in mediating gender differences.
For women in the legal profession, the greatest
challenges have generally occurred across race and
ethnicity. In an effort to bridge those differences and to
insure stronger cooperation and coalitions, the ABA’s
Commission on Women in the Profession and its
Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity have jointly
sponsored the Multicultural Women Attorneys’ Network.
That Network’s programs and publications, including its
recent collection of multicultural women’s essays, Dear
Sisters, Dear Daughters, have been crucial in increasing
understanding among different racial and ethnic groups.272
More such initiatives are necessary, as are efforts to build
alliances across other differences. One central challenge,
too often unaddressed, involves bridging the generational
divide. A recurring frustration among younger women
lawyers is a perceived lack of understanding and support
from some senior women colleagues, particularly on
quality of life issues.273 Whether intended or not, their
message seems to be, “If I had to struggle to make it, so
should you;”“I had to give up a lot, you do it too.”274
Younger women unwilling to make these sacrifices
often report difficulty identifying sympathetic mentors
and role models. Of course, that difficulty may at times
reflect more a lack of time than a lack of support by sen-

ior women. But it is also the case that some of these
women express frustration with junior colleagues who
expect special treatment and time-consuming assistance,
but then leave before those efforts are repaid. It can also
be hard to empathize with younger colleagues who do
not seem to recognize the obstacles faced by their predecessors and who demand choices that they never had.275
These difficulties are not always easily resolved. A generation of women who grew up expecting equal opportunity in the workplace cannot see why they should settle for
less, or why they must give up satisfying personal and family lives to achieve it. A generation of women who had to
struggle to be treated as equals cannot see why their successors should expect so much more while sacrificing so
much less. However, some progress in bridging these differences is possible by institutionalizing opportunities for
interchange and collaboration among women at different
levels of seniority. As Part IV notes, formal mentoring programs and women’s networks are often effective strategies
in building mutual respect. Some research also suggests
that generational differences are less pronounced and less
divisive in organizations that have a critical mass of women
in senior positions.276
Yet in order to secure conditions that will permit this
critical mass to succeed, women need to work together.
And a candid acknowledgment of differences encourages
a better understanding of commonalities and a stronger
collective effort to address shared concerns.
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IV. AN AGENDA
A. Guiding Principles:
Commitment and Accountability
The most important factor in ensuring equal opportunity
for women in the legal profession is a commitment to this
objective, a commitment that is reflected in both institutional
and individual priorities. Legal employers and bar associations must be prepared to translate principles into practice,
and to hold their leadership accountable for the results.
Lawyers in positions of influence need to build a moral and
a pragmatic case for diversity, and to incorporate diversity
goals into their organization’s policies and reward structures.
Progress toward those goals should be a factor in evaluating
supervisors, law firms, and other legal employers.277
Bar associations, women’s organizations, and corporate
and governmental clients can assist this effort by monitoring
the performance of employers, and by steering business or
providing special recognition to those with successful
records. What strategies are most effective depends on
the particular workplace, but the information available
suggests best practices that are most likely to be successful.

B. Strategies for Legal Employers and
Bar Associations
1. Assessment of Problems and Responses:
Policy Evaluation, Benchmarks, and Training
To promote equal opportunity in practice as well as principle, it is often helpful to conduct formal or informal
surveys. Such surveys can assess women’s experience in areas
such as compensation, leadership positions, promotion
patterns, alternative work arrangements, and satisfaction
levels.278 Confidential exit interviews with lawyers who
have left the organization can be equally useful, particularly
if their results are tabulated and monitored over time.279
Organizations need systematic information about
whether men and women are advancing in equal numbers,
whether they feel equally well supported in career development, and whether they are experiencing problems
such as gender bias or sexual harassment. Information
about the full costs of dissatisfaction and turnover can be a
powerful catalyst to reform.280
Related strategies are to provide management training on
diversity issues or to enlist a diversity consultant in identifying
problems and designing appropriate responses.281 Where an
organization’s leadership fails to acknowledge any significant
“woman problem,” survey findings or recommendations by
an outside expert can serve as a constructive persuasive tool.
And where colleagues fail to perceive the stereotypical
assumptions and structural barriers that limit women’s
opportunities, diversity training can be similarly helpful.282
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However, such initiatives need to be seen as a catalyst, not
as a substitute for change. Many women,particularly women
of color, doubt the effectiveness of some training efforts. As
one disillusioned associate noted, law firms can hire diversity
consultants or “put on programs until the cows come home,”
but significant progress will also require leaders to act on the
recommendations they hear.283 That, in turn, will require
benchmarks for assessing progress and procedures for monitoring performance. As bar leaders and management experts
often note, what isn’t measured isn’t done.284
Comparisons with similar organizations and guidance
from best practice standards by bar associations can often
help in developing realistic strategies. For example, the
Commission on Women in the Legal Profession has published
materials and model policies on alternative work schedules,
family leave, sex harassment, and performance evaluations.
A forthcoming Commission Manual also identifies best
practices on related issues such as mentoring, compensation,
marketing, and career development.
At a minimum, organizations need formal policies and
educational programs that clearly specify diversity-related
commitments, prohibited conduct, and remedial processes.
Such processes should provide for adequate investigation of
complaints, appropriate sanctions, and protection against
retaliation.285 To achieve equal opportunity for all women,
employer initiatives should also target issues including racial
and ethnic diversity, sexual orientation, and disability.286
In the long run, the effectiveness of these strategies
depends not only on their specific content, but also on the
process by which they are adopted and implemented.287
Although that process will vary across organizations, its
basic objective should be the same: to insure that women’s
concerns are fully aired and systematically addressed.
2. Evaluation Structures, Leadership
Opportunities, and Professional Development
In Fair Measure: Toward Effective Attorney Evaluation, and a
forthcoming manual on Best Practices, the ABA’s
Commission on Women in the Profession identifies strategies
that can help eliminate gender bias in performance assessments and compensation decisions. Other bar organizations
have developed related materials. Appropriate strategies
include monitoring written evaluations for stereotypical
characterizations; placing greater reliance on objective
outcome-related criteria; reviewing assignments to provide
equal opportunities for career development; ensuring adequate diversity in leadership and key committee positions;
and educating attorneys about how to make and receive
effective performance and compensation assessments.288

Having associates evaluate their supervisors can also help
to address diversity-related biases and barriers.289
Legal employers and bar organizations also should
provide more opportunities for formal and informal training
in nonsubstantive areas that affect professional development. Marketing, leadership, communication, and related
skills are particularly critical for women lawyers, who are
not competing on an equal playing field. They should also
be encouraged to develop specific career objectives and to
seek training, and feedback that will advance those goals.
Reexamining an organization’s leadership selection
systems, criteria, and structures can be equally important.
The more democratic and participatory the process, the
greater the likelihood that women will have opportunities
to serve on nominating
committees or to be considered as leadership candidates.
Rotation systems for key
Women are not
decisionmaking positions
merely a ‘special
can similarly help women
gain leadership expertise, as
interest’ group,
well as prevent entrenchbut half the
ment of senior attorneys
human race.
who do not view diversity as
a priority.290
Bella Abzug
Selection criteria that do
not give excessive weight to
business development are
equally critical. Both women
and firms can benefit from adequate consideration of other
leadership capabilities, particularly interpersonal skills. 291
Organizations can also help equalize leadership opportunities by providing adequate support for women who
assume them. Many individuals, especially those with
significant family responsibilities, have seen too little to
gain from accepting a senior management position. Others
have dropped off the leadership track after being “worn
down and worn out” by serving as a token woman with
insufficient influence to compensate for the obligations.292
The problem is especially pronounced for women of
color, whose small numbers often mean disproportionate
administrative burdens. Insuring adequate recognition,
respect, and credit for leadership responsibilities can
encourage more women to seek them. A critical mass of
senior women can then promote the workplace cultures
and policies that make for truly equal opportunities.293
3. Quality of Life and Work-Family Initiatives
Any serious commitment to equal opportunity requires a
similarly serious commitment to addressing work/family
conflicts and related quality of life issues. Promising
proposals are not in short supply. The ABA’s Commission
on Women in the Profession, as well as many local bar
associations and national policy organizations, have identi-

fied best practices concerning matters such as flexible or
reduced schedules, telecommuting, leave policies, sexual
orientation, and disability assistance.294
Although the details of effective policies will vary across
organizations, the key factors are mutual commitment and
flexibility. Both the individual and the institution have to be
willing to make adjustments that are fair for all concerned.
Women on reduced schedules need to be prepared to
increase their hours when short-term needs emerge. Their
colleagues need to avoid taking advantage of that availability, to provide adequate compensation for additional work,
and to make reasonable accommodations of women’s
scheduling concerns. To that end, employers should establish benchmarks for monitoring the effectiveness of alternative work arrangements, including usage, satisfaction, and
promotion rates, and perceptions about the acceptability of
such options. Some administrative structure or position
should be established to assist those considering alternative
work arrangements and to help insure their success.
Technological innovations that blur the boundary
between home and work can both promote and sabotage
these flexible scheduling opportunities. Lawyers should
have access to tele-commuting resources such as home
computers, cell phones, and faxes, and should not be
judged on “face time” in the office. But neither should
they be expected to remain perpetually on call when they
are out of the office. Women who seek to demonstrate
their commitment and accessibility should not end up
with part- time status but full-time schedules.
Employers also need to insure that women who seek
temporary accommodations do not pay a permanent
price. “Stepping out”should not necessarily mean “stepping
down.” Rigid up- or-out promotion structures should be
reconsidered, but alternatives to equity partnerships should
not become new “pink ghettos.” Lawyers who opt for
reduced or flexible schedules should not lose opportunities
for challenging assignments, eventual promotion, and fair
compensation. Nor should other attorneys bear undue
burdens as a result of their colleagues’ restricted availability.
Peer resentment can sabotage the most family-friendly
policies, so employers have a responsibility to structure
workloads in ways that are reasonable for all concerned.
Finally, and most important, quality of life concerns
should be seen not just as “women’s issues” but also as
workplace priorities. Organizations that want the most
able and diverse group of lawyers possible need an environment that can attract and retain them. At a minimum,
that will mean restructuring the sweatshop schedules that
are increasingly common in private practice. Reasonable
working hours yield more efficient performance, better
morale, and fewer stress and health-related problems.295
In the ABA Journal’s 2000 survey, a majority of lawyers
agreed that the increase of women in the profession would
ultimately promote a better balance between work and
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family, more flexible work arrangements, and a higher
quality of service.296 Those are changes long overdue, and
lawyers cannot afford to wait until women have sufficient
influence to ensure them.
4. Mentoring Programs and Women’s Networks
Although the importance of mentors has often been recognized, the institutionalization of mentoring has lagged
behind. For many women, senior colleagues can play a
critical role in career development by providing advice,
support, and as role models.297
Mentors can sponsor women for challenging assignments and prestigious positions, as well as channel clients
and business development opportunities in their direction.
In many mentoring relationships, the rewards run in both
directions. Quite apart from the satisfaction that comes
from assisting those who need assistance, senior colleagues
may receive more tangible benefits from the loyalty and
influence that their efforts secure. Talented junior colleagues
generally want to work for effective mentors, and to support
them for leadership positions.
Yet as earlier discussion indicated, these benefits have
not been sufficient to provide adequate access to mentors.
Part of the problem is that the upper levels of the professional partnerships are dominated by men, who often prefer
bonding with younger men, or who worry about the
appearance of impropriety of forming close relationships
with younger women. Senior women cannot adequately
fill the gap; their numbers are too small and their schedules
are too overcommitted to provide support for all the junior
colleagues who need it. Women in solo practice, or those
working part-time from home offices, are especially likely
to feel out of the loop of advice and contacts.
Formal mentoring programs in firms and bar associations are a partial solution. Of course, relationships that are
assigned are seldom as effective as those that are chosen.298
But formal programs can at least remove the concerns
about appearances that sometimes inhibit mentoring relationships, and can create accountability for some measure of
assistance. Well-designed programs that evaluate, monitor,
and reward mentoring activities can make a significant
difference; the benefits show up in participants’ skills, satisfaction, marketing capacities, and retention rates.299
Another strategy is to encourage voluntary mentoring
through women’s networks. A growing number of networks have emerged both within and across organizations.300
These networks sponsor a variety of activities, such as
workshops, seminars, speaker series, and informal social
events. Some groups link lawyers with potential clients;
some help participants develop marketing, leadership, and
other career advancement skills; some focus on showcasing
women’s achievements and representing their interests on
workplace issues; and some assist particular groups, such as
women of color, lesbians, women with disabilities, and
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women on part-time schedules. In many organizations,
those efforts have benefitted from advocating the interests
of female support staff and including them in appropriate
events. These networks can play a crucial role not only in
expanding opportunities for women, but also in improving
the productivity and marketing capacity of their employers.
Building effective networks does, however, present its
own share of challenges. Not all female attorneys—or their
male colleagues—see the value of separatism. Some women
are concerned about being “branded” with women’s issues
and appearing to want special favors; others worry about
being seen as elitist and concerned only with problems of
privileged professional women.301 Some men resent subsidizing career development opportunities that are not available to them, or fear that
networks will expose sex
discrimination problems
resulting in legal liability.302
How best to respond
to these concerns varies
Never
across organizations. One
strategy for reducing
underestimate
resentment is to include
the ability of a
men as members or to
small, dedicated
invite their participation in
group of people
major events. Another
to change the
strategy is to build a financial case for all-female
world; indeed
memberships by developit’s the only
ing substantial new busithing that has
ness through marketing
ever changed
initiatives.303
Proactive recruiting and
the world.
inclusive programming efforts can also help networks
Margaret Mead
increase their responsiveness
to underrepresented groups,
especially women of color.
Although the activities of
successful networks differ,
they generally rely on similar processes. After systematically assessing women’s needs,
these groups set attainable goals and monitor progress.Their
“small wins” often establish the groundwork for more
significant change.304
5. Sexual Harassment
As earlier discussion noted, almost all legal employers have
policies on sexual harassment, but not all are effective in
deterring or remedying harassing conduct, or in preventing employee backlash. In designing appropriate policies,
legal employers need to strike a balance. They must establish procedures that make it safe for targets of sexual
harassment to complain, and that insure appropriate

sanctions for inappropriate conduct. But these procedures
must also provide adequate safeguards against unwarranted
accusations, and overly punitive responses to genuine
misunderstandings or inadvertent offenses.
Given the amount of time that lawyers spend at work
and the importance of informal social activities to professional success, it is unrealistic to think that all sexually
freighted conduct can be banished from the workplace.305
But it is realistic to do more to prevent coercive, demeaning,
and abusive behavior, through well designed policies
and educational programs. At a minimum, employers
should: train supervisors in identifying and responding to
inappropriate conduct; establish user-friendly grievance
procedures with multiple reporting options; insure protection against retaliation; impose meaningful sanctions; and
monitor the effectiveness of procedures.306 Bar ethical
codes should also treat sexual harassment as a form of
professional misconduct, and disciplinary agencies should
act where other remedies are insufficient.307
6. Pro Bono Work By and For Women
Organizations that are truly committed to equal opportunity must also assume some obligation to promote it
in the world outside their workplace. Although pro bono
initiatives are not distinctively “women’s issues,” they
hold particular importance
for women in several respects.
However
First, women are especially
complicated our
likely to enter law with a
lives, however
commitment to social justice
tough the
and social welfare.308 Morepersonal struggles
over, support from these
women and their employers
to balance it all,
has been crucial to the
I urge you to
struggle for gender equality.
commit some of
To take only the most obvious
your time, your
examples, the Commission on
Women and the Profession,
skill, your talent
as well as women’s rights
to improve our
organizations, have all depenpublic life.
ded on pro bono contributions from the private sector.
Hillary Rodham Clinton,
Public interest initiatives are
First Chair of the ABA’s
an essential vehicle for
Commission on Women
women of influence to use
in the Profession,
that influence for the comUnited States Senator
mon good, and to speak on
behalf of those who lack
opportunities to speak effectively for themselves.309
Greater support from a greater number of individuals
and institutions is needed. Far too few law firms and
businesses that are readily able to make substantial contri-

butions have actually done so. Too many women work in
organizations where bottom-line concerns have discouraged
the public interest pursuits that traditionally have ranked
among professionals’ most satisfying experiences. More
collaborative pro bono efforts are necessary among
employers, bar associations, law schools, and service
providers. Initiatives sponsored by the ABA Commission
on Women in the Profession, the National Conference of
Women’s Bar Associations, and by many local women’s bar
associations are a step in the right direction. But far more
could and should be done to enable lawyers to connect
their principles with their practice, particularly on issues of
special concern to women.

C. Strategies for the Justice System
Many state commissions, as well as the National Judicial
Education Program (NJEP), have provided guidance for
addressing gender bias. NJEP has compiled a comprehensive Implementation Resources Directory, and has developed key components of a model plan that are set forth in
Appendix One.310
That plan, together with recommendations from the
state gender bias commissions on which it draws, emphasizes
certain crucial strategies:
• A standing committee or administrative structure with
adequate staff and resources to address gender bias;
• Effective education, not just in “bias sensitivity” but also
in the social, economic, and psychological research that
should inform decision making on gender-related issues;
• Complaint structures that provide options for confidential reports and protections against retaliation;
• Codes of conduct that address gender bias with
specificity;
• Attention to the intersection of multiple forms of bias,
including not only gender but also race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and disability;
• Initiatives to ensure equal opportunities for women at
all levels of the justice system;
• Collaboration with other groups,both within and outside
of the courts, concerned with eliminating gender bias;
• Collection of data to identify persistent problems and to
monitor the effectiveness of responses.311
This is not a modest agenda. But it is critical to maintaining a legal system that is ensures equal justice in practice
as well as principle.

D. Strategies for Legal Education
An important first step for law schools committed to equal
opportunity is to evaluate their own performance and to
establish administrative structures with explicit responsibility
for addressing gender and other diversity-related concerns.312
To that end, schools should gather information about the
experience of women and the effectiveness of policies that
affect them. The ABA Commission on Women in the
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Profession has published a sample questionnaire, and has
identified promising strategies for reform.313 The ABA’s
Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the
Profession has also proposed initiatives to promote equal
opportunity in legal education.314 These recommendations,
together with other research in the field, suggests reforms on
several levels.
One involves admissions. Although women now
constitute at least half of entering classes, women of color
are still underrepresented. Part of the reason involves
admission criteria that place undue reliance on combined
gradepoint averages and LSAT scores. These ostensibly
“merit” based criteria cannot adequately assess it.315 They
predict only about a quarter of the variation in law school
performance.316 And there is reason to doubt how well
they predict success in practice. The few attempts to follow students after graduation have not found that undergraduate GPAs and test scores correlate with graduates’
income, career satisfaction, or pro bono contributions.
Minorities admitted under affirmative action have done as
well on these measures as other graduates admitted under
more quantitative criteria.317
A serious commitment to diversity as well as educational
quality argues both for maintaining affirmative action
programs and for developing more inclusive admission
standards. For example, a growing number of institutions
are considering additional, non quantitative characteristics
such as leadership ability, employment experience, community service, and perseverance in the face of economic
disadvantage or other hardships. Consideration of such factors does, of course, carry a cost; it requires more time and
carries more risk of idiosyncratic bias than reliance on
GPAs and test scores. But the costs of overreliance on
quantitative factors are far greater. Both the public and the
profession have a stake in promoting judgments that
consider applicants’ full potential and that foster diverse
learning environments.318
Similar considerations argue for closer scrutiny of senior faculty and administrative appointments. The underrepresentation of women, particularly women of color,
cannot be explained solely on the basis of “objective”:
merit-based considerations.319
Law schools need to identify and address factors that
may disadvantage women, such as unconscious bias in fac-
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ulty and student evaluations;disproportionate counseling and
administrative burdens; insufficient mentoring; inadequate
work/family policies; and devaluation of scholarship related
to race, gender, sexual orientation and related topics.
These topics also should receive more effective treatment throughout the educational experience. The core
curriculum needs to move beyond the conventional “add
woman and stir” approach, which offers an occasional case
or reference to gender but little effort at systematic analysis
or inclusive course materials. Promising reform strategies
include adding diversity-related topics to faculty
workshops and lecture series, and providing support for
curricular integration. Professors should be encouraged to
develop supplemental readings, case studies, and exercises
that address issues such as gender, race, ethnicity, class, and
sexual orientation.
Other efforts should center on teaching strategies that
will promote broader student participation. Less competitive classroom atmospheres, and greater opportunities for
interactive, experiential learning could create more inclusive educational environments. Faculty also could do more
to insure tolerance and mutual respect. Harassing and
demeaning conduct should be viewed as institutional
problems demanding institutional responses.
Finally, law schools should make greater efforts to promote pro bono service. The AALS Commission on Pro
Bono Opportunities and Lawyers for One America have
recommended that schools should make available to all
students at least one well-supervised, law-related pro bono
opportunity and either require service or find ways to
attract the great majority of students to volunteer.320
Efforts along these lines could help increase understanding of women’s unmet needs and foster commitments to respond. Making public service a rewarded and
rewarding opportunity in law schools is one of the best
ways to inspire continuing service after graduation.
All of these strategies will require a sustained and
substantial commitment. Faculty, administrators, alumnae,
and bar accrediting authorities must join together to place
greater priority on issues of equal opportunity, and on the
profession’s obligation to address them. The foundations
of our legal culture are laid in law school, and they need
to express our aspirations to equality in practice as well
as principle.

V. CONCLUSION
At the turn of the last century, some states still prohibited women’s admission to the bar; others reported no
women interested in applying.321 Many had fewer than a
dozen female lawyers, and the nation as a whole had
fewer than two dozen African-American women in legal
practice.322
“Bring on as many women as you choose,” offered
one District of Columbia judge. “I do not think they
will be a success.”323
By the turn of the 21st century, the profession had been
transformed. If current trends in law school applications
continue, women’s representation will equal men’s in the
foreseeable future. But whether equal numbers will bring

equal opportunities is less certain. Much depends on the
profession’s willingness to address the gender biases and
barriers that persist. The mission of groups like the ABA’s
Commission on Women in the Profession is to help meet
these remaining challenges.
Women’s increasing influence in the bar also raises
broader opportunities. As Virginia Woolf once observed,
women for centuries had stood only as spectators before
the “procession of educated men.”324 Now that barriers to
entry have lifted, women are free not only to join this
procession but also to rethink its direction and the terms
on which they will participate. That opportunity holds
great promise for women, the profession, and the public.
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APPENDIX 1
Key Components to Achieve and Secure Gender Fairness in the Courts325
1. A standing committee on gender fairness.
2. Staff and funding to carry out the work of implementation on a long-term basis.
3. Education for judges, court personnel, and judicial nominating and disciplinary commissions on an ongoing
basis.
4. Gender-fairness initiatives that address the different court-related issues confronting women of diverse racial
and ethnic backgrounds and lifestyles.
5. Codes of conduct for judges, court personnel, and lawyers that address gender bias with specificity.
6. Legislation recommended by the task forces and implementation committees.
7. Gender-neutral/gender-appropriate language in courtrooms, court rules and correspondence, jury
instructions, opinions, and other court communications.
8. Mechanisms for handling formal and informal complaints of gender bias.
9. Initiatives to ensure gender fairness in the judicial nomination, election, evaluation, and disciplinary processes.
10. Initiatives to ensure gender fairness in court employment.
11. Collection of necessary data to monitor known areas of gender bias and identify new problems on an
ongoing basis.
12. Collaboration and alliances with other groups, both inside and outside the court system, that can implement
task force recommendations, monitor progress, and initiate new activities.
13. Wide diffusion of the task force’s findings and initiatives to entities such as district attorney/public defender
offices, police, academic institutions including law schools and community organizations.
14. Periodic evaluation to assess the task force’s implementation efforts, analyze their effect on reducing gender
bias in the courts, and identify new problem areas.
15. Initiatives to ensure that each court planning and reform effort addresses the relevant gender fairness
concerns.
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